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ABSTRACT 

The research has focused on Chinese immigrants in Uppsala and the purpose of the research is to 

find out how intercultural communication has influenced the beliefs of Chinese immigrants in 

Uppsala. The beliefs here refer to ideas about family, education, workplace, and the state with 

regard to Hofstede et al.‟s dimensions of national cultures. The thesis will focus on two 

dimensions: power distance and masculinity versus femininity. Two main concepts that are used 

in the thesis are intercultural communication and acculturation. In order to understand these two 

concepts, different models are introduced in the thesis: Gudykunst & Kim‟s (1997) intercultural 

communication model, John Berry‟s (2005) acculturation model, and Hofstede et al.‟s 

acculturation curve. The research has used semi-structured interview as the main methodology 

and the research has conducted twelve interviews. The research shows that intercultural 

communication has influenced the beliefs of Chinese immigrants in Uppsala with regard to 

family, school, workplace, and the state in power distance and masculinity versus femininity. 

Justifications on beliefs in family, school, workplace, and the state have been displayed in the 

research. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“The world is full of confrontations between people, groups, and nations who think, feel, and act 

differently” (Hofstede et al. 2010, 4). 
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1 Introduction 

Globalization has increased people‟s mobility and the competence of living between two cultures 

has thus been highly valued. Gudykunst & Kim (1997) stated that “in a world of international 

interdependence, the ability to understand and communicate effectively with people from other 

cultures takes on extreme urgency” (p. 4). In this thesis, I focus on Chinese immigrants in 

Uppsala and analyze the influences of intercultural communication on Chinese immigrants 

regarding their beliefs of family, education, workplace, and the state. The main theory in the 

thesis is Hofstede et al.‟s dimensions of national cultures. Intercultural communication and 

acculturation are being used as main concepts to be presented in detail in the theory section.  

1.1 Statement of Purpose 

The choice of the topic is inspired by the word “integration” which has been constantly 

mentioned and discussed in Swedish media, such as Dagens Nyheter and Svenska Dagbladet. 

Integration of immigrants is not only a political issue, but also can be related to economical, 

social, and cultural perspectives.  

To immigrate to another country means to separate from one‟s own culture and to enter into a 

new culture. “Separated from their own culture, immigrants are faced with a high degree of 

uncertainty and many aspects of life are unfamiliar to them. This uncertainty is probably highest 

at the initial stage and reduces gradually with time” (Lakey 2003, p. 103). To step into an 

unfamiliar culture and become a stranger in the new culture is both an adventure and a challenge. 

Schuetz (1944) described this stage of the immigrant-stranger as “a field of adventure...a 

questionable topic of investigation...and a problematic situation itself and one hard to master” (p. 

108). 

Integration between immigrants and the local Swedish society has drawn enormous attention and 

integration of immigrants in Sweden to the local society is related to to which extent immigrants 

can become part of the Swedish society and to which degree they can reach life satisfaction. 

Furthermore, integration is related to how much social value that immigrants can create for the 

Swedish society and how much self-value that they can achieve for themselves. In the process of 

integration, intercultural communication plays the most vital role. This research about Chinese 

immigrants with focus on the effects of intercultural communication will provide a good 
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reference to authorities and organizations to get a better understanding on immigrants‟ situation 

and conduct their work more effectively. 

Academic relevance: Intercultural communication is one of the main branches of communication 

studies and it can be connected with sociology and psychology. In immigrant studies, 

intercultural communication is widely employed for analysis concerning acculturation. 

Acculturation, which includes four acculturation strategies according to Berry (1980): integration, 

separation, assimilation, and marginalization, is academically widely studied in sociology and 

psychology. Hofstede et al.‟s dimensions of national cultures is a theory that is frequently 

employed in different areas and it provides theoretical structure for us to understand the 

differences between different cultures. 

Personal interest and motivation: The author has been following and reading the Swedish 

newspapers Dagens Nyheter and Svenska Dagbladet for one year and the author has noticed how 

frequently integration has been discussed in the Swedish newspapers. The Swedish language 

courses that the author took exclusively with immigrants from different countries have 

strengthened the author‟s interest to conduct a study on immigrants. 

We are living in a diversified world with different countries and cultures, and “countries also 

obviously differ in their historically grown institutions, which comprise the rules, laws, and 

organizations dealing with family life, schools, health care, business, government, sports, media, 

art, and sciences” (Hofstede et al. 2010, p. 23). Meanwhile, “an important consequence of this 

fact is that we cannot change the way people in a country think, feel, and act by simply importing 

foreign institutions” (ibid, p. 24), but we can try to understand another culture. The importance 

of intercultural competence is highly valued in the globalized world because of the high mobility 

of people. “One of the reasons why so many solutions do not work or cannot be implemented is 

that differences in thinking among the partners have been ignored” (ibid, p.4). Thus, the author 

believes that the research will enrich immigrant studies from both intercultural communication 

and sociological perspectives. Moreover, the author has some friends that emigrated from China 

to Sweden and the author had some discussions with them about cultural differences between 

China and Sweden, and that stimulated the author to conduct a study focused on the Chinese 

immigrants group.  
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1.2 Research Question 

Main research question: How has intercultural communication influenced the beliefs of Chinese 

immigrants in Uppsala? 

To complete the main research question with precision, two supplementary specifications are 

employed which are as follows: a), the beliefs refer to ideas about family, education, workplace, 

and the state with regard to Hofstede et al.‟s dimensions of national cultures; b), the dimensions 

of national cultures that are going to be applied in detail in this research are power distance and 

masculinity versus femininity.  

1.3 Why Choose Hofstede et al.? 

Hofstede et al.‟s (2010) dimensions of national cultures is not the only theory that focuses on 

cultural differences among different countries. GLOBE (Global Leadership and Organizational 

Behavior Effectiveness) concluded nine cultural dimensions in their research to describe cultural 

differences among different countries. Psychic distance, which was introduced by researchers 

from Uppsala University, used seven dimensions or psychic distance stimuli to measure cultural 

differences. Here the author will motivate why the author has chosen Hofstede el al.‟s (2010) 

dimensions of national cultures. 

The GLOBE Research Program was conceived by the scholar Robert J. House of the Wharton 

School of Business, University of Pennsylvania in 1991. The first comprehensive volume 

Culture, Leadership, and Organizations: The GLOBE Study of 62 Societies was published in 

2004 based on results from approximately 17 300 middle-managers from 951 organizations. The 

GLOBE concluded nine dimensions to measure cultural differences: Power Distance, 

Uncertainty Avoidance, Humane Orientation, Collectivism I (institutional), Collectivism II (in-

group), Assertiveness, Gender Egalitarianism, Future Orientation, and Performance Orientation. 

The findings of GLOBE are based on former researches by Hofstede (1980), Schwartz (1994), 

Smith (1995), Inglehart (1997), and others
1
. It is worthwhile to point out that the GLOBE 

dimensions are very business-oriented. As it is indicated by the name GLOBE, the research is 

mainly focused on leadership and organizational behavior. However, this research is focused on 

Chinese immigrants in Uppsala and the GLOBE thus doesn't fit well for this research. 

                                                           
1
 Internet source: http://www.inspireimagineinnovate.com/PDF/GLOBEsummary-by-Michael-H-Hoppe.pdf  

http://www.inspireimagineinnovate.com/PDF/GLOBEsummary-by-Michael-H-Hoppe.pdf
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Psychic distance uses seven dimensions to measure cultural differences: language, religion, 

culture, economic development, political systems, education, and geographic distance. The 

psychic distance is known as Uppsala Internationalization Model. Johanson & Wiedersheim-Paul 

(1975) defined psychic distance as “factors preventing or disturbing the flow of information 

between firms and markets” (p.308). Cultural distance is based on Hofstede‟s dimensions of 

national cultures. The psychic distance was generated for business purpose and it is mainly 

employed in international business studies. Furthermore, the author believes that Hofstede et al. 

(2010) dimensions of national cultures better categorize the cultural differences among different 

countries.  

1.4 Choice of Dimensions 

There are six dimensions in Hofstede et al.‟s (2010) dimensions of national cultures theory: 

power distance, individualism and collectivism, masculinity versus femininity, uncertainty 

avoidance, long-term versus short-term orientation, and indulgence versus restraint. In this 

research, two dimensions power distance and masculinity versus femininity were chosen to be 

presented in detail and discussed. The arguments of the choice of dimensions are as follows: 

Personal preference of the theory: in the process of reading the literature Cultures and 

Organizations: Software of the Mind, the author is more fascinated by power distance and 

masculinity versus femininity. 

Personal experience: the author has study and work experience from both China and Sweden and 

the author has constantly been comparing these two countries from different aspects. The 

personal experience has helped the author to determine which dimensions are going to be chosen, 

and the author has got the idea from his personal experience that the most significant differences 

that can be found between these two countries are in power distance and masculinity versus 

femininity. Furthermore, the author is more interested in these two dimensions when it comes to 

facts in real life. 

1.5 Disposition 

The thesis is comprised with five chapters: 1.introduction; 2, literature review; 3, methodology; 4, 

analyses; 5, discussion and conclusion. The first chapter introduction explains the motivation and 

objectives of the research, choice of dimensions, as well as the structure of the thesis. The second 
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chapter of the thesis literature review explicates the theoretical framework and main concepts of 

the thesis. The third chapter introduces methodology of the research. The main methodology 

semi-structured interview, research procedure, and data analysis are described in this chapter. 

The forth chapter presents the analyses of the research, and the fifth chapter is discussion and 

conclusion. 

2 Literature Review 

2.1 Immigrant 

Oxford online dictionary has defined an immigrant as “a person who comes to live permanently 

in a foreign country”
2
. “In official terminology, the word „immigrant‟ covers not only citizens of 

foreign countries but also one or both of whose parents were born abroad” (Ålund 2000, p.292). 

According to Ålund (2000), one can be seen as immigrant in one country even if he/she was born 

in this country but because of one or both of whose parents were born in another country. In this 

thesis, the definition of immigrant will be adopted from Oxford online dictionary and by saying 

“immigrant”, the author only refers to those who were born in China and then moved to Sweden. 

The offspring of them who are the second generation of the immigrants are not considered into 

the research target group. 

2.2 The City of Uppsala 

According to statistics from the information office of the city of Uppsala, Uppsala is the fourth 

largest city in Sweden with a population of 200 001 in 2011. Uppsala is famous as a student city 

and students constitute a big proportion of the total population of the city. Two well-known 

Swedish universities are located in Uppsala: Uppsala University and the Swedish Agricultural 

University. Uppsala is seen as one of the cultural centers in Sweden, according to information of 

the city of Uppsala, Uppsala‟s cultural life is characterized both by history and tradition as well 

as development and innovation
3
. With geographical convenience to the capital of Sweden, 

Stockholm, and the historical and modern meaning to Sweden, Uppsala has been attracting many 

tourists each year. 

                                                           
2
 http://oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/immigrant 

3
 http://www.uppsala.se/uppsalase/english-startpage/culture--libraries/  

http://oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/immigrant
http://www.uppsala.se/uppsalase/english-startpage/culture--libraries/
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Among the residents of Uppsala, statistics for the year 2011 from the information office of the 

city of Uppsala show that 42 855 residents have foreign backgrounds. The big foreign groups 

classified by nationalities with total amount are as follows: Iranian, Finish, Iraq, Turkish, Syrian, 

Chinese, Lebanese, and Polish. The statistics take into consideration those who are born abroad 

and those who are born in Sweden with both foreign born parents. This means that the statistic 

includes the second generation of the immigrants and those who do not hold a Swedish 

citizenship. Among them, statistics for the year 2011 from information office of the city of 

Uppsala show that 14 499 residents have Swedish citizenship in 2011, and the biggest group is 

Finnish with a total amount 1290, the second biggest is Chinese with a total number 953, and the 

third are people from Iraq with a total number 833. The distribution of citizens who fit in the 

definition of immigrant in this research is displayed by Table 1 with the biggest immigrants‟ 

nationalities; smaller nationalities are not displayed in the table. 

Table 1: The Distribution of Foreign Citizens in Uppsala (Statistics for the City of Uppsala, 

Year: 2012)
4
 

Nationality 2010 2011 

Finland 1321 1290 

China 884 953 

Iraq 808 833 

Germany 756 775 

Iran 631 667 

Norway 595 603 

Great Britain and 

Northern Ireland 

493 527 

Poland 466 487 

India 389 425 

                                                           
4
 Note: the statistics was published in 2012, but the statistics showed information for the previous year. 
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USA 382 407 

Thailand 353 379 

Turkey 355 352 

Somalia 334 343 

Pakistan 272 273 

Afghanistan 204 239 

In total 13 994 14 499 

 

The distribution of Chinese immigrants in Uppsala that the researcher has requested from the 

statistical office of the city of Uppsala is displayed in Table 2. 

Table 2: The Distribution of Chinese Immigrants in Uppsala According to Age and Gender 

for Year 2011 (Source: Statistical Office of the City of Uppsala) 

Age 

Gender 

0-15 16-24 25-44 45-64 65- In total 

Men 24 75 307 22 4 432 

Women 16 129 353 20 3 521 

 

2.3 Culture and Cultural Difference 

Since the study will talk about intercultural communication between ethnic groups, it is 

important to define the main concepts that will be used in later chapters. The concepts that are 

going to be defined in this part are culture and cultural difference. 

2.3.1 Culture 

Culture is a concept that is frequently used in daily life by media and individuals, in both verbal 

and nonverbal ways. In anthropological studies, culture is described in many different ways. 

Anthropologist Edward Hall (1959) described culture as an invisible but powerful force that 
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holds everyone captive: “culture is not an exotic notion studied by a select group of 

anthropologists in the South Seas. It is a mold in which we all are cast, and it controls our lives in 

many unsuspected ways” (p.52). In this sense, culture is not something that we can see or touch, 

but something that we are sharing or being affected by. It is an invisible power that holds people 

into one group or country. In cultural studies, one assumption on culture is that culture primarily 

consists of beliefs, values, attitudes and feelings of individuals, “the inner, invisible thought life 

of human beings, either as individuals or in some difficult-to-imagine collective sense, as in 

notions of „collective purpose‟ or „shared values‟”(Wuthnow et al. 1984, p.7). The “collective 

purpose” or “shared values” can be understood as norms and rituals that are being followed in a 

society. Kroeber & Kluckhohn (1952) defined culture as: 

“Culture consists of patterns, explicit and implicit, of and for behavior acquired and 

transmitted by symbols, constituting the distinctive achievement of human groups, 

including their embodiment in artifacts; the essential core of culture consists of traditional 

(i.e., historically derived and selected) ideas and especially their attached values; culture 

systems may, on the one hand, be considered as products of action, on the other hand as 

conditioning elements of further action.” (p.132) 

The capacity of learning in culture is valued by some scholars. “Anthropologists and other social 

scientists define human culture as learned behavior acquired by individuals as members of a 

social group” (Wegley 1997, p.415). Andrade (1996) stated that “in its most general sense within 

the social sciences, culture refers to the socially inherited body of learning characteristic of 

human societies” (p.161). How human being behaves in society is directed and disciplined by 

culture, and the relationship between human behavior and culture is defined by Wegley (1997: 

415-416) as: 

“Each human society has a body of norms governing behavior and other knowledge to 

which an individual is socialized, or enculturated, beginning at birth. … Human culture in 

the technological sense includes the insignificant and mundane behavior traits of 

everyday life, such as food habits, as well as the refined arts of a society.”  

Sociologists Hofstede et al. (2010) used four terms to describe manifestations of culture: symbols, 

heroes, rituals, and values. The level of each element is represented by the “onion” figure. It is 

easy to tell that values are the core of culture and values lie in the deepest circle in the “onion” 
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figure; however, symbols are the most superficial manifestations of culture. Heroes and rituals 

are in between. 

Figure 1: The “onion”: Manifestations of Culture at Different Levels of Depth (Source: 

Hofstede et al. 2010, 8) 

 

In the “onion” figure, “symbols are words, gestures, pictures, or objects that carry a particular 

meaning that is recognized as such only by those who share the culture” (ibid, p.8). Languages 

that are being spoken everyday belong to this category, as well as flags of countries or regions, 

the logo of post, etc.. According to Hofstede et al. (2010), “new symbols are easily developed 

and old ones disappear; symbols from one cultural group are regularly copied by others” (p.8). 

“Heroes are persons, alive or dead, real or imaginary, who possess characteristics that are highly 

prized in a culture and thus serve as models for behavior” (ibid, p.8). With the development of 

information and communication technology, it takes shorter time to become heroes than it was 

before and the appearances have become more valued in the choice of heroes than they were 

before. “Rituals are collective activities that are technically superfluous to reach desired ends but 

that, within a culture, are considered socially essential” (ibid, p.9). In formal or informal 

circumstances, how people greet each other and pay respect to others, and how people should 

behave in a local or international companies belong to the category of rituals. Values are the core 

of culture according to Figure 1. Values are “broad tendencies to prefer certain states of affairs 
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over others. Values are feelings with an added arrow indicating a plus and a minus side” (ibid, 

p.9). Values, according to Hofstede et al. (2010:9), deal with pairings such as following: 

● Evil versus good 

● Dirty versus clean 

● Dangerous versus safe 

● Forbidden versus permitted 

● Decent versus indecent 

● Moral versus immoral 

● Ugly versus beautiful 

● Unnatural versus natural 

● Abnormal versus normal 

● Paradoxical versus logical 

● Irrational versus rational  

If we follow the definition of culture, it is easy to find out that culture is something that we share 

in groups or countries and it will help us to understand why things work out in this way in this 

country, but in another way in another country. It is worthwhile to mention that in the 

manifestations of culture, the core of cultural values are hard to change while symbols are 

relatively dynamic. 

2.3.2 Cultural Difference 

Cultural difference is a relative concept and it can be measured in different ways depending on 

which standard we are using in measuring cultural differences. The differences can exist between 

different groups of people in one culture or people from different countries. Hofstede et al. (2010: 

18) measured culture in levels, in particular: 

● a national level according to one‟s country (or countries, for people who migrated during 

their lifetimes) 

● a regional and/or ethnic and/or religious and/or linguistic affiliation level 
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● a gender level, according to whether one was born as a girl or as a boy 

● a generation level, separating grandparents from parents from children 

● a social class level, associated which educational opportunities and with a person‟s 

occupation or profession 

● for those who are employed, organizational, departmental, and/or corporate levels 

according to the way employees have been socialized by their work organization 

The concept of cultural difference that is adopted in this thesis mainly refers to a national level 

because the thesis is about how intercultural communication has influenced Chinese immigrants 

in Uppsala regarding their beliefs in family, school, workplace, and the state in the dimensions 

power distance and masculinity versus femininity. Thus, the differences are at the primarily 

national levels between Sweden and China. The rest of the categories can possibly be mentioned 

and used as well.  

2.4 Intercultural Communication 

In this part, intercultural communication as a type of communication will be presented. The 

detailed explanation of intercultural communication is presented by introducing Gudykunst & 

Kim‟s (1997) intercultural communication model. But at first, the author will explain why the 

author has not chosen cross-cultural communication. 

2.4.1 Why Not Choose Cross-cultural Communication? 

There are two terms that can be employed in immigrant's communication studies: intercultural 

communication and cross-cultural communication. Some scholars use these two terms 

synonymously and interchangeably. But there are actually differences in these two terms. The 

author will present the definitions of these two terms to explain the differences. 

Gudykunst & Kim (1997) articulate in the book Communicating with Strangers: an Approach to 

Intercultural Communication that “the term cross-cultural traditionally implies a comparison of 

some phenomena of cultures” (p. 19). Meanwhile, they define intercultural communication as “a 

transactional, symbolic process involving the attribution of meaning between people from 

different cultures” (ibid, p. 19). The difference is clearly explained by an example that is given 

by Gudykunst & Kim (1997): 
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If, for example, we examine the use of self-disclosure in Japan and Germany, we are 

making a cross-cultural comparison. If we look at how Japanese use self-disclosure when 

communicating with Germans and how Germans use self-disclosure when 

communicating with Japanese, we are looking at intercultural communication (p. 19). 

This thesis focuses on how Chinese immigrants in Uppsala acculturate with local society, thus it 

is an intercultural communication process, instead of a comparison between Swedish and 

Chinese culture. Therefore, intercultural communication is more appropriate to be employed in 

this thesis. 

2.4.2 What Is Intercultural Communication? 

McLuhan (1962) characterizes today‟s world as a “global village” because of the rapid 

development of transportation technology and communication technology. In the “global 

village”, it is unavoidable to get in touch with different cultures and that is why there is 

intercultural communication today. 

Lustig & Koester (1998) defined intercultural communication in the book Intercultural 

Competence: Interpersonal Communication across Cultures as “a symbolic, interpretive, 

transactional, contextual process in which the degree of difference between people is large and 

important enough to create dissimilar interpretations and expectations about what are regarded as 

competent behaviors that should be used to create shared meanings” (p. 51). The definition 

implies the engagement of culturally different people. Samovar & Porter (1994) provided a 

fundamental definition of intercultural communication, “intercultural communication occurs 

whenever a message produced in one culture must be processed in another culture” (p. 7). Hence, 

intercultural communication is a process with encoding and decoding messages and feedbacks. A 

frequently quoted model that is introduced by Gudykunst & Kim (1997) in the book 

Communicating with Strangers: an Approach to Intercultural Communication is presented in 

below to visualize the process of communication between two strangers. Strangers here refer to 

people from different cultures. 
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Figure 2: An organizing model for studying communication with strangers (Source: 

Gudykunst & Kim 1997, 45)

 

According to Gudykunst & Kim (1997), cultural influences, sociocultural influences, 

psychocultural influences, and environmental influences are taken into consideration in 

intercultural communication. Transmitting and interpreting are centered around psychocultural, 

sociocultural, and cultural influences that are presented as circles. Regarding the usage of dashed 

lines instead of solid lines, Gudykunst & Kim (1997) explained that “the circles are drawn with 

dashed lines to indicate that the elements affect, and are affected by, the other elements” (p.44). 

Environmental influences are presented as a box with dashed lines which means that the 

communicative environment is not isolated, but an open system instead; in other words, most 

communication between people happens with attendance of other people (ibid). 

Cultural influences include manifestations of culture that are presented in part 2.3.1 in this paper. 

We take the way we communicate for granted because we are raised in the particular culture and 

learn its language, rules, norms and values. “Because we learn the language, rules, and norms of 

our culture by a very early age (between five and ten years of age), however, we generally are 

unaware of how culture influences our behavior in general and our communication in particular” 

(ibid, p.4). Our behavior is guided by the cultural rules, norms and values that we have been 

raised in, and that is why we have expectations for the people from the same culture to react as 
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we have expected in special situations. In interactions between people from different cultures, 

Hofstede et al. (2010) noted that, unless there is mutual or at least one-sided understanding of 

other people‟s system, the communication between people with different cultural background is 

likely to bring about misunderstandings. 

Sociocultural influences consist of influences from our membership to social groups and our 

social identities in intercultural communication. A social group, according to Turner (1982), is 

“two or more individuals who share a common social identification of themselves or...perceive 

themselves to be members of the same social category” (p. 15). How we belong to a group 

affects our behaviors in intercultural communication. Two different belongingness to groups are 

introduced by Gudykunst & Kim (1997): membership and reference groups. “If we are conscious 

of belonging to a group or social category, we refer to that group as a membership group” (ibid, 

p.85). How we feel ourselves to belong to our family, ethnic group, occupational group, and 

nationality belong to this category. A reference group, according to Gudykunst & Kim (1997), is 

“a group to which we look for guidance in how to behave” (p. 85). God, ancestors, or future 

generation belong to reference group. Gudykunst & Kim (1997) stated that the most important 

component of our self-concept in intercultural communication is our social identities. Tajfel 

(1972) argued that we constantly strive to define ourselves depending on the world that we are 

living in. There are many social identities that can influence individuals in intercultural 

communication, such as cultural identity, ethnic identity, national identity, etc.. 

Psychocultural influences lie in the most inside circle compared with cultural and sociocultural 

influences, and psychocultural influences are about psychological factors that affect individuals‟ 

expectations in intercultural communication. “People who interact develop expectations about 

each others‟ behavior, not only in the sense that they are able to predict the regularities, but also 

in the sense that they develop preferences about how others should behave under certain 

circumstances” (Jackson 1964, p.225). According to Gudykunst & Kim (1997), “our 

expectations are derived in large part from the social norms and communication rules that we 

learned as children” (p. 110). Stereotypes, prejudice, and intergroup attitudes are introduced by 

Gudykunst & Kim (1997) to explain how intercultural communication is influenced by 

psychocultural factors. Lippman (1922) refers to stereotypes as “pictures in our heads”, therefore, 

“stereotypes are cognitive representations of another group that influence our feelings toward 

members of that group” (Gudykunst & Kim 1997, p.112). The stereotypes that we have 
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developed affect our communication with people from different cultures because we already 

have pre-images for the members of that culture. Prejudice, according to Allport (1954), is “a 

judgment based on previous decisions and experiences” (p.7). In intercultural communication, 

prejudice is usually related to discrimination and it makes people to have a biased cognition on 

another culture or ethnic group. In the process of intercultural communication, individuals‟ 

behavior is affected by already existing cognitions to that culture or ethnic group. Gudykunst & 

Kim (1997) contended that ethnocentrism is the most general attitude in intergroup attitudes. 

“Ethnocentrism refers to our tendency to identify with our ingroup (e.g., ethnic or racial group, 

culture) and to evaluate outgroups and their members according to its standards” (ibid, p.120). 

Gudykunst & Kim (1997) stated that ethnocentrism is common to happen among individuals 

because we tend to view our cultural rules, values, and ways of doing things as natural and 

“right”, “everyone is ethnocentric to some degree” (ibid, p. 120). “One major consequence of 

such a view is that our ingroup‟s values and ways of doing things are seen as superior to the 

outgroups‟ values and ways of doing things” (ibid, p.120). Ethnocentrism affects how we do and 

view another culture and it may lead to cultural conflicts. 

Environmental influences, as it literally indicates, refer to influences of communicative 

environment to intercultural communication. Environmental influences are divided into four 

sections by Gudykunst & Kim (1997): the physical environment, the situation, situational norms 

and rules, and the psychological environment. The physical environment includes geography, 

climate, architecture, and landscape. Geography and climate affect the formation of human 

characteristics. Barnlund (1968) argued that “it would seem almost obvious that mountains or 

flat terrain, barren or fertile land, and the availability of resources, particularly of water, would 

affect human institutions and thereby alter the forms of social behavior” (p.512). Architecture 

and landscape, as parts of environment constructed by human and based on a specific culture, 

affect our communication behaviors. The situation consists of setting, purpose, individual 

participants, and relationships between participants. “The setting for communication involves the 

locale of the interaction with others, the time of our interaction, and the bystanders who observe 

our interaction” (Gudykunst & Kim 1997, p.147). The purpose of communication explains in 

which situation we communicate with others, about what, and why. Our cultural identities 

influence our purposes of communication, as Gudykunst & Kim (1997) stated that “our 

individualistic and collectivistic cultural identities influence the degree to which we perceive 
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situations as cooperative or competitive” (p.148). When we communicate with others, we 

consider others as members of groups and also as individuals. Pre-knowledge of individuals or 

groups will affect how we communicate with the individuals. Situational norms and rules are the 

norms and rules from respective cultures that guide individuals how to react in specific situations. 

Norms and rules already exist in the culture and one learns these norms and rules through the 

growth in the culture. The psychological environment that is presented by Gudykunst & Kim 

(1997) includes perceptions of privacy, the use of time, and the “interaction potential” of the 

environment. Altman (1975) defines privacy as “selective control of access to the self or to one‟s 

group” (p.18). “Privacy, therefore, is a mechanism that allows us to control our interaction with 

others” (Gudykunst & Kim 1997, p.157). Every individual perceives a conception of privacy and 

the perception of privacy plays an important role in communication. The use of time in a specific 

culture decides the patterns of when it is appropriate to do certain things, for example, to eat, to 

sleep, etc.. “The interaction potential is the potential the environment provides for interacting 

with strangers” (ibid, p.161). The potential that the environment provides determines how far the 

communication can go with people from another culture. 

Intercultural communication is a process consisting of interpreting and transmitting verbal and 

nonverbal messages. Verbal messages refer to language. Every culture has a system of language 

that people can communicate with. Three functions and five characteristics of language are 

introduced by Gudykunst & Kim (1997). The three functions are: 

First, the informative function of language is to provide others with information and 

knowledge. Second, the expressive function of language is to tell others our attitudes, 

feelings, and emotions. Third, the directive function of language is used to direct others 

(e.g., causing or preventing some action). (ibid, p.195) 

The five characteristics of language are: 

First, the elements of a language can be combined in new meaningful utterances 

(productivity). Second, language exhibits discreteness because we are able to perceive 

different sounds as discrete from one another. Third, language is self-reflexive; it can be 

used to refer to itself. Fourth, language can be used to refer to things that are not present 

(displacement). Fifth, language is arbitrary. Words are symbols and, therefore, there is 

not a direct connection between the words and the things they represent. (ibid, p.195) 
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Language, from the beginning, is used by human beings as a tool to communicate. In 

intercultural communication, cultural variations are taken into consideration in the usage of 

language. “In communication between members of differing linguistic or cultural groups, the 

degree of shared meaning in experiencing the reality is likely to be minimal, particularly when 

the differences between the two linguistic systems are considerable” (ibid, p.195). This means 

that the similarities of languages influence communication. For example, a Swedish-speaking 

person will have more commonalities with a Danish-speaking person than with a Chinese-

speaking person. With regard to individualistic culture and collectivistic culture, Gudykunst & 

Kim (1997) contended that “unlike the United States and other individualistic cultures, the 

orientation of collectivistic cultures can be characterized as bordering on a „mistrust‟ of words” 

(p.200).  Take Buddhism and Confucianism as examples, “in Buddhism, for example, language 

is considered deceptive and misleading with regard to the matter of understanding the truth. 

Similarly, Confucianism cautions that one should not speak carelessly and speech should be 

guided by the time and place” (ibid, p.200). The cultural attitudes on verbal messages play a vital 

role in communication. Ethnolinguistic vitality, second language competence, and 

communication accommodation are taken into consideration by Gudykunst & Kim (1997) in 

verbal messages in intercultural communication. According to Gudykunst & Kim (1997), there 

are three factors that “contribute to a group‟s vitality: the group‟s social status, the demographic 

characteristics of the group, and the institutional support for the group‟s language or dialect” 

(p.210). The social and economic status of the group will affect the status of the group‟s 

language. Second language competence is the capacity to learn another language except mother 

tongue. Communication accommodation is the capacity to adapt the communication style from 

another culture. 

Nonverbal messages include gestures, expressions, and how we move our body when we 

communicate. “Our nonverbal behaviors reflect many of the cultural patterns we acquire 

throughout the socialization process” (ibid, p.224). According to Gudykunst & Kim (1997), a 

significant difference between verbal and nonverbal messages is that “language is mostly a 

conscious activity, while nonverbal behavior is mostly an unconsciously activity” (p.46). That is, 

we generally are not aware of messages we are transmitting through gestures, expressions, tones, 

etc.. Gudykunst & Kim (1997) presented six functions and five types of nonverbal messages 

(cues) in their book. The six functions are: 
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First, nonverbal cues may repeat the verbal message. Second, nonverbal cues may 

contradict the verbal cues. In English, when people tell us with a flat tone of voice that 

they love us, we are likely to interpret the flat tone of voice as contradicting the verbal 

message. Third, nonverbal cues can substitute for the verbal cues. Fourth, nonverbal 

messages may complement the verbal message. Fifth, nonverbal cues can accent part of 

the verbal message. Sixth, nonverbal cues can regulate the flow of conversations. (p.225) 

The five types of nonverbal messages are: 

First, our physical appearance provides nonverbal cues that others use to make judgments 

about us. Second, the way we use space (called proxemics) helps us regulate intimacy 

and control our sensory exposure to others. Third, the way we move our bodies (called 

kinesic behavior) provides information about us to others. Fourth, the way we use our 

voice (called paralanguage) tells others how we define the relationship between ourselves 

and them. Fifth, the degree to which we touch others and the degree to which we allow 

others to touch us provides us cues to how we see our relationships. (ibid, p.225) 

Nonverbal messages provide us information from other people to capture the cognitions on them 

and then we interpret these nonverbal messages. Recognition and expression of emotions, and 

contact are introduced by Gudykunst & Kim (1997) as nonverbal messages. As Gudykunst & 

Kim (1997) state, “the main purpose of emotional expression today is to signal internal 

emotional states to other” (p. 226), and they present Ekman‟s (1972) opinion that facial 

expressions of emotions are inherited and cultural constraints play a very important role in 

shaping how emotions are expressed. This indicates that how we recognize and express emotions 

are based on our own cultures. Hall‟s (1966) perspective on contact is presented by Gudykunst & 

Kim (1997) in their book Communicating With Strangers: an Approach to Intercultural 

Communication that “people regulate intimacy by controlling sensory exposure through the use 

of interpersonal distance and space” (p. 231). “Cultures in which the people tend to stand close 

and touch a lot are referred to as high contact cultures, while cultures in which people stand apart 

and tend not to touch are referred to as low contact cultures” (ibid, p.231). To effectively 

communicate with people from another culture, one must learn how to correctly interpret 

nonverbal messages. 

2.5 Acculturation 
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2.5.1 What is Acculturation? 

Acculturation is a term that is frequently used in research on immigrants, sojourners, and 

refugees. It is a process of intercultural and communicative interaction between two different 

cultures, and it consists of a dominant culture and a foreign culture. In how to define 

acculturation, different scholars vary. Powell (1880, 1883) is accredited as the first person to 

have used the term “acculturation” in the English language, although the topic has its roots in 

antiquity (Plato, 1969). As a concept, Powell (1883) suggested that “acculturation” referred to 

psychological changes that were induced by cross-cultural imitation. McGee (1898), studying 

from an anthropological perspective, defined acculturation as “the process of exchange and 

mutual improvement by which societies advanced from savagery, to barbarism, to civilization, 

and to enlightenment” (Sam 2006, p.13). In research on acculturation, two formulations in 

particular have been frequently quoted. In the first formulation, acculturation is defined by 

Redfield et al. (1936) as: 

“Acculturation comprehends those phenomena which result when groups of individuals 

having different cultures come into continuous first-hand contact, with subsequent 

changes in the original culture patterns of either or both groups...under this definition, 

acculturation is to be distinguished from culture change, of which it is but one aspect, and 

assimilation, which is at times a phase of acculturation.” (p.149-150) 

In the second formulation by the Social Science Research Council (1954), acculturation is 

defined as: 

Culture change that is initiated by the conjunction of two or more autonomous cultural 

systems. Acculturative change may be the consequence of direct cultural transmission; it 

may be derived from non-cultural causes, such as ecological or demographic 

modification induced by an impinging culture; it may be delayed, as with internal 

adjustments following upon the acceptance of alien traits or patterns; or it may be a 

reactive adaptation of traditional modes of life. (p.974) 

In the first formulation, acculturation is viewed as an aspect of culture change in broader concept. 

Acculturation is considered to generate changes to both the dominant culture and the non-

dominant culture, and acculturation is distinguished from assimilation. In the second formulation, 

“a few extra features are added, including change that is indirect (not cultural but “ecological”) 

and delayed (internal adjustments, presumably of both a cultural and psychological character 
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take time)” (Berry 2005, p.701). Essentially, in the second formulation, acculturation can be 

“reactive” which means that the influences from the dominant culture can be rejected and the 

changes will go back to a more “traditional” way of life, instead of inevitably becoming closer or 

more similar with the dominant culture. 

Marden & Meyer (1968) defined acculturation as “the change in individuals whose primary 

learning has been in one culture and who take over traits from another culture” (p. 36). This 

indicates that the acculturation process is “monistic” which means that the changes in the 

acculturation process will primarily take place in the non-dominant group which refers to 

immigrants. 

Acculturation as a concept has been studied by scholars from sociology, anthropology and 

psychology. Anthropologists prefer to use the term “acculturation” while sociologists prefer to 

use the term “assimilation”. “Assimilation” is viewed as one strategy of acculturation by scholar 

John Berry, and “assimilation” as a concept will be presented in the next part by introducing 

John Berry‟s acculturation model. In psychology studies, “psychology‟s strong interest in the 

individual contributed towards the formal use of the term „psychological acculturation‟ and the 

distinction between individual-level changes arising from acculturation and those taking place at 

the group level” (Sam 2006, p.14). “Psychological acculturation” refers to the changes that an 

individual experiences as a result of being in contact with other cultures, or participating in the 

acculturation that one‟s cultural or ethnic group is undergoing (Graves, 1967). Berry (1990) 

indicated in Psychology of Acculturation that acculturation at individual level and group level 

differs. The changes at the individual level might be attitudes, values or behaviors, while the 

changes at the group level might be the social structure of groups, the economic base or groups‟ 

political organization. 

2.5.2 John Berry’s Acculturation Model and Hofstede et al.'s Acculturation Curve 

In order to understand the process of acculturation and outputs of acculturation, John Berry‟s 

acculturation model and Hofstede et al.‟s acculturation curve will be presented in this part. 

In Berry‟s study on acculturation, three phases are advocated: contact, conflict, and adaptation. 

Contact is the core concept of acculturation. Berry (1980) stated that “the least acculturation may 

take place where there is no purpose (contact is accidental), where trade is mutually desired, or 

where contact is short-lived; the greatest acculturation will take place where the purpose is a 
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deliberate takeover of a society (e.g., by invasion) or of its skills or beliefs (e.g., by settlement)” 

(p.11). In below, Berry‟s (2005) general framework for understanding acculturation is introduced. 

Figure 3: A general framework for understanding Acculturation (Source: Berry 2005, 

p.703) 

 

Berry (2005) stated, as it is shown in Figure 3, that “there are five aspects of cultural contexts: 

the two original cultures (A and B), the two changing ethnocultural groups (A1 and B1), and the 

nature of their contact and interactions” (p.702). Figure 3 clearly shows the process of 

acculturation in a cultural level and it establishes the basis for acculturation research in 

psychological level. 

In later research, Berry (1994, 1997) posited two dimensions of acculturation: maintenance of 

original cultural identity and maintenance of relations with other groups. In the acculturation 

process, there are variations between individuals and groups on the grade of acculturation level. 

These variations have been termed acculturation strategies by Berry. “These four acculturation 

strategies are integration, separation, assimilation, and marginalization. These strategies consist 

of two (usually related) components: attitudes (an individual‟s preference about how to 

acculturate), and behaviors (a person‟s actual activities) that are exhibited in day-to-day 
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intercultural encounters” (Berry 2005, p.704). The relationship between these two components 

and how it affects groups and individuals is shown by Figure 4 in below. 

Figure 4: Four acculturation strategies based upon two issues, in ethnocultural groups, and 

larger society (Source: Berry 2005, p. 705)

 

The measurement is done through two dimensions of acculturation: maintenance of heritage 

culture and identity (Issue 1) and relationships sought among groups (Issue 2). The explanation 

of each concept will take the point of view of the non-dominant cultural group and they are 

shown in the left part in the Figure 4. Assimilation happens when individuals do not want to 

maintain their own cultural identity and seek to interact with other cultural groups. On the 

contrary, when individuals only wish to maintain their own cultural identity and do not want to 

interact with other cultural groups, then separation is defined. Integration takes place when 

individuals both wish to maintain their own cultural identity and seek to interact with other 

cultural groups. At last, marginalization occurs, according to Berry (2005), “when there is little 

possibility or interest in heritage cultural maintenance (often for reasons of enforced cultural 

loss), and little interest in having relations with others (often for reasons of exclusion or 

discrimination)” (p.705). Berry (2005) stated that “the original anthropological definition clearly 

established that both groups in contact would engage in the process of mutual or reciprocal 

acculturation” (p.706). Therefore, a third dimension was introduced by Berry in 1980: “that of 
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the powerful role played by the dominant group in influencing the way in which acculturation 

would take place” (Berry 2005, p.706). The third dimension of acculturation explains the right 

side of Figure 4. Assimilation, when it is researched in a larger society level, will be replaced by 

the term “melting pot”. Segregation takes place when separation is forced by dominant groups. 

“Marginalization, when imposed by the dominant group, is called „exclusion‟” (Berry 2005, 

p.706). Multiculturalism describes a society with cultural diversity and a society that is tolerant 

enough for different cultures and ethnocultural groups to exist at the same time. Overall, in 

immigrants‟ related studies, the concept “integration” is mainly employed. Separation and 

marginalization usually cause further migration. 

Compared with John Berry‟s acculturation model, the acculturation curve by Hofstede et al. 

(2010) put more emphasis on the feelings of single individuals. As it is shown in Figure 5, the 

feelings of individuals can be measured with “positive +”, “negative -”, or neutral which are 

respectively represented by c, a, and b. “Positive +” means feelings are better than before 

immigration, meanwhile, “negative -” represents that feelings are worse than before immigration. 

Neutral means feelings are as good as before. 

Figure 5: The Acculturation Curve (Source: Hofstede et al. 2010, 385)
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Hofstede et al. (2010) viewed the process of immigration in four stages: euphoria, culture shock, 

acculturation and stable state (consists of a, b and c which is shown in Figure 4). The first period 

of immigration, according to Hofstede et al. (2010), is euphoria which is “the honeymoon, the 

excitement of traveling and of seeing new lands” (ibid, p.384). Curiosity takes place first when 

immigrants move to a new country. When real life starts and the unconscious culture which one 

has grown up with will meet the new culture and it leads to culture shock. The core of cultural 

values has been formed in one‟s early life already, and in the period of culture shock, it is more 

about superficial manifestations of culture: rituals, heroes, and symbols. In this period, the 

immigrants will start to learn rituals and symbols of the new culture. The third period 

acculturation is described by Hofstede et al. (2010) as “sets in when the visitor has slowly 

learned to function under the new conditions, has adopted some of the local values, finds 

increased self-confidence, and becomes integrated into a new social network”( p.384-385). The 

mind will eventually reach some level in the new culture as stable state shown in Figure 4. It is 

worthwhile to point out that the length of time to go through these four stages differentiates 

among individuals. 

2.5.3 Communication in Acculturation 

Barry (2001) described acculturation as “social interaction and communication response styles 

(both competency and ease/comfort in communicating) that individuals adapt when interacting 

with individuals and groups from other cultures” (p.193). Lakey (2003) stated that “sociologists 

and anthropologists generally have not viewed communication as a crucial factor in facilitating 

the acculturation of immigrants” (p.106). Nagata (1969) argued that: 

The acculturational function of communication, be it postulated or observed, has never 

been fully developed by American sociologists.... A theoretical postulation of the place of 

communication in the process of acculturation has never been pursued or materialized in 

any empirical design (p.79). 

In communication in acculturation studies, the predominant researcher has been Young Kim. 

Kim (1976) used four dependent variables to explain communication behaviors of immigrants: 

language fluency, interaction potential, acculturation motivation, and mass media availability. A 

path model was proposed by Kim (1977) to investigate the relationship between intercultural 

communication patterns and perceptual complexity. The main conclusions of the research are: 
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1 acculturation motivation, language fluency, and interpersonal and mass media channel 

accessibility are major causal factors of an immigrant‟s intercultural communication 

behavior; 

2 the four independent variables do not affect one‟s cognitive complexity directly, but are 

mediated by one‟s interpersonal and mass communication experiences in the host society; 

3 the influence of interpersonal communication exceeds that of mass media usage in 

developing a complex cognitive system in perceiving the host society; 

4 educational background, sex, time among the host society, and age at the time of 

immigration are the key determinants of one‟s language competence, acculturation 

motivation, and accessibility to host communication channels.(ibid, p.66-67) 

The level of acculturation of immigrants with the host society is determined and measured by 

these four variables. Interpersonal communication is highly valued in acculturation and Kim 

(1978) asserts that interpersonal communication is a stronger source of cultural learning in the 

new host society than mass media. 

The relationship between communication and acculturation has been studied by scholars and 

there is still no unified description for the relationship. Lakey (2003) described in his article 

Acculturation: a Review of the Literature that “Perhaps Gudykunst and Y. Kim (1984) best 

summarize communication and acculturation” (p.113): 

At the heart of the interactive acculturation process lies the communication process 

linking strangers to the host cultural milieu. Acquisition of communicative competence 

by strangers is not only instrumental to all aspects of cultural adaptation but also 

indicative of the strangers‟ accomplished acculturation. In other words, the degree to 

which strangers adapt to the host culture depends on their personal and social 

communication processes. At the same time, the adaptive changes that have already taken 

place are reflected in the strangers‟ communication patterns (Gudykunst & Kim, p.220). 

2.6 Hofstede et al.’s Dimensions of National Cultures 

Hofstede et al.‟s dimensions of national cultures describe the effects of national cultures on the 

values of its members, and how these values relate to behaviors. Hofstede developed the original 

model as a result of factor analysis to examine the results of a worldwide survey of employee 

values in IBM. The original model consists of four dimensions: power distance, individualism 
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and collectivism, masculinity-femininity, and uncertainty avoidance. The first edition of Cultures 

and Organizations: Software of Mind was published in 1991. The fifth dimension, which is long-

term versus short-term orientation (first called Confucian dynamism), was introduced and 

presented in the book Cultures and Organizations: Software of Mind after an independent 

research in Hong Kong. The sixth dimension, indulgence versus restraint, was introduced by his 

co-author Michael Minkov and based on analysis of data from World Values Survey. The main 

literature of Hofstede et al.‟s dimensions of national culture for this research is the latest version 

of Cultures and Organizations: Software of the Mind published in 2010 with three authors: Geert 

Hofstede, Gert Jan Hofstede, and Michael Minkov. In this part, four of the six dimensions of 

national cultures will be presented which are individualism and collectivism, uncertainty 

avoidance, long-term versus short-term orientation, and indulgence versus restraint. Power 

distance and masculinity versus femininity will be presented in 2.7 and 2.8. 

2.6.1 Individualism and Collectivism 

Before we define what the individualism and collectivism dimension is, it is important to 

understand what collectivist and individualist are at a societal level. Collectivist, according to 

Hofstede et al. (2010), is “the vast majority of people in our world live in societies in which the 

interest of the group prevails over the interest of the individuals” (p. 90). In collectivist societies, 

children are raised to think of themselves as a part of “we” group, “a relationship that is not 

voluntary but is instead given by nature” (ibid, p. 91). In relationship between individuals and the 

“we” group, a mutual dependence has been developed both practically and psychologically. “The 

„we‟ group is distinct from other people in society who belong to „they‟ groups, of which there 

are many. The „we‟ group (or in-group) is the major source of one‟s identity and the only secure 

protection one has against the hardships of life” (ibid, p.91). Thus, one must have lifelong loyalty 

to one‟s “we” group, and “breaking this loyalty is one of the worst things a person can do” (ibid, 

p.91). Individualist is “a minority of people in our world live in societies in which the interests of 

the individual prevail over the interest of the group, societies” (ibid, p.91). In individualist 

societies, children are raised to think of themselves as “I”. “This „I‟, their personal identity, is 

distinct from other people‟s „I‟s, and these others are classified not according to their group 

membership but instead according to individual characteristics” (ibid, p.91). Children are 

expected to stand on their own feet, which is the purpose of education, as soon as possible.  
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Hofstede et al. (2010) defines the individualism and collectivism dimension as: 

Individualism pertains to societies in which the ties between individuals are loose: 

everyone is expected to look after him- or herself and his or her immediate family. 

Collectivism as its opposite pertains to societies in which people from birth onward are 

integrated into strong, cohesive in-groups, which throughout people‟s lifetime continue to 

protect them in exchange for unquestioning loyalty. (p.92) 

The key differences between collectivist and individualist societies regarding family, school, 

workplace, the state and ideas are displayed in Table 3 in below. 

 

Table 3 Key Differences between Collectivist and Individualist Societies: Family, School, 

Workplace, the State and Ideas (Source: Hofstede et al. 2010, p. 113, 124, 130) 

Collectivist Individualist 

Adult children live with parents. Adult children leave the parental home. 

Resources should be shared with relatives. Individual ownership of resources, even for 

children. 

Trespasses lead to shame and loss of face for 

self and group. 

Trespasses lead to guilt and loss of self-

respect. 

Students speak up in class only when 

sanctioned by the group. 

Students are expected to individually speak up 

in class. 

The purpose of education is learning how to 

do. 

The purpose of education is learning how to 

learn. 

Diplomas provide entry to higher-status 

groups. 

Diplomas increase economic worth and/or self-

respect. 

Hiring and promotion decisions take 

employee‟s in-group into account. 

Hiring and promotion decisions are supposed 

to be based on skills and rules only. 

The employer-employee relationship is 

basically moral, like a family link. 

The employer-employee relationship is a 

contract between parties in a labor market. 
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Collective interests prevail over individual 

interests. 

Individual interests prevail over collective 

interests. 

Private life is invaded by group(s). Everyone has a right to privacy. 

Ideologies of equality prevail over ideologies 

of individual freedom. 

Ideologies of individual freedom prevail over 

ideologies of equality. 

 

According to the Individualism Index that is presented by Hofstede et al. (2010) in Cultures and 

Organizations: Software of the Mind, United States with an index score of 91 lies on the top of 

the list with 76 countries and regions, and Guatemala takes the last place in the index with an 

index score of 6. The two countries are being studied in this research, China, together with 

Bangladesh, Singapore, Thailand, Vietnam, and Africa West, with an index score of 20 taking 

58
th

 – 63
rd

 place; Sweden shares the same index score of 71 with France and takes 13
th

 – 14
th

 

place. 

2.6.2 Uncertainty Avoidance 

Uncertainty avoidance is defined by Hofstede et al. (2010) as “the extent to which the members 

of a culture feel threatened by ambiguous or unknown situations. This feeling is, among other 

manifestations, expressed through nervous stress and in a need for predictability: a need for 

written and unwritten rules” (p. 191). Uncertainty avoidance is driven by the fact that “the future 

is uncertain, but we have to live with it anyway” (ibid, p. 189).  

Uncertainty avoidance can be described as strong or weak. According to Hofstede et al. (2010), 

people from strong uncertainty-avoidance cultures may “come across to others as busy, fidgety, 

emotional, aggressive, or suspicious” (p. 197), while “people from weak uncertainty avoidance 

countries to others may give the impression of being dull, quiet, easygoing, indolent, controlled, 

or lazy” (p.197). Uncertainty avoidance should not be mixed with risk avoidance. “Uncertainty is 

to risk as anxiety is to fear. Fear and risk are both focused on something specific: an object in the 

case of fear, and an event in the case of risk” (ibid, p. 197). But there is no object for uncertainty, 

and uncertainty is not attached to fear or anxiety. Uncertainty is “a situation in which anything 

can happen and we have no idea what” (ibid, p. 197). Hofstede et al. (2010) stated that 

uncertainty avoidance leads to reduction of ambiguity rather than reducing risk. People from 
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strong uncertainty avoidance cultures try to avoid ambiguous situations, and “people in such 

cultures look for structure in their organizations, institutions, and relationships that makes events 

clearly interpretable and predictable” (ibid, p. 197-198). But people from these cultures also are 

prepared to take risk to reduce ambiguities.  

Table 4 in below explains the key differences between weak and strong uncertainty-avoidance 

societies. 

Table 4 Key Differences between Weak and Strong Uncertainty-Avoidance Societies: 

Family, School, Workplace, the State and Ideas (Source: Hofstede et al. 2010, p. 203, 208, 

217, 223, 231) 

Weak Uncertainty Avoidance Strong Uncertainty Avoidance 

What is different is curious. What is different is dangerous. 

Family life is relaxed. Family life is stressful. 

Students are comfortable with open-ended 

learning situations and concerned with good 

discussions. 

Students are comfortable in structured learning 

situations and concerned with the right 

answers. 

Teachers may say, “I don't know.” Teachers are supposed to have all the answers. 

Results are attributed to a person‟s own ability. Results are attributed to circumstances or luck. 

There should be no more rules than strictly 

needed. 

There is an emotional need for rules, even if 

they will not work. 

Work hard only when needed. There is an emotional need to be busy and an 

inner urge to work hard. 

Time is a framework for orientation. Time is money. 

Few and general laws or unwritten rules. Many and precise laws or unwritten rules. 

If laws cannot be respected, they should be 

changed. 

Laws are necessary, even if they cannot be 

respected. 

More ethnic tolerance. More ethnic prejudice. 
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Uncertainty Avoidance Index with 76 countries and regions shows that Greece lies on the top of 

the index with an index score of 112, and Singapore lies in the bottom of the index with an index 

score of 8. There is no big difference between China with an index score of 30 and Sweden with 

an index score of 29. China together with Vietnam takes 70
th

 – 71
st
 place and Sweden together 

with its neighbor country Denmark takes 72
nd

 – 73
rd

 place in the Index. 

2.6.3 Long-term Versus Short-term Orientation 

Long-term versus short-term orientation is the fifth dimension of national cultures and two Long-

term Orientation Indexes are presented by Hofstede et al. (2010) which are based on two 

different databases: the Chinese Value Survey (CVS) and the World Values Survey (WVS). The 

construction of the fifth dimension is based on the Chinese philosopher Confucius (Kong Zi, as 

he called in Chinese) who was “an intellectual of humble origins in China around 500 B.C.” 

(Hofstede et al. 2010, p.237). Long-term versus short-term orientation is defined by Hofstede et 

al. (2010) as: 

Long-term orientation stands for the fostering of virtues oriented toward future rewards - 

in particular, perseverance and thrift. Its opposite pole, short-term orientation, stands for 

the fostering of virtues related to the past and present - in particular, respect for tradition, 

preservation of “face”, and fulfilling social obligations. (p. 239) 

The Chinese Value Survey (CVS) was conducted by Michael Bond, currently professor in Hong 

Kong Polytechnic University, together with his colleagues from Hong Kong and Taiwan. As 

Hofstede et al. (2010) explained that “both the IBM questionnaire and the Rokeach Value Survey 

(RVS) were products of western minds” (ibid, p. 37), so the Chinese Value Survey (CVS) is an 

extension of the IBM Model. An orientation from CVS on the past and present was labeled by 

Geert Hofstede as long-term versus short-term orientation and adopted as the fifth universal 

dimension. The key differences between short-and long-term orientation societies based on CVS 

data are shown in Table 5. 

Table 5 Key Differences between Short- and Long-Term Orientation Societies Based on 

CVS Data: General Norm, Family, Business, Ways of Thinking (Source: Hofstede et al. 

2010, p. 243, 251) 

Short-term Orientation Long-term Orientation 
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Social pressure toward spending. Thrift, being sparing with resources. 

Efforts should produce quick results. Perseverance, sustained efforts toward slow 

results. 

Marriage is a moral arrangement. Marriage is a pragmatic arrangement. 

Living with in-laws is a source of trouble. Living with in-laws is normal. 

Children get gifts for fun and love. Children get gifts for education and 

development. 

Main work values include freedom, rights, 

achievement, and thinking for oneself. 

Main work values include learning, honesty, 

adaptiveness, accountability, and self-

discipline. 

Leisure time is important. Leisure time is not important. 

Importance of this year‟s profits. Importance of profits ten years from now. 

Personal loyalties vary with business needs. Investment in lifelong personal networks, 

Guanxi
5
 

If A is true, its opposite B must be false. If A is true, its opposite B can also be true. 

Priority is given to abstract rationality. Priority is given to common sense. 

There is a need for cognitive consistency. Disagreement does not hurt. 

 

LTO-CVS Index consists of 23 countries with China lying on the top with an index score of 118 

and Pakistan lying in the bottom with index score of 0. Sweden lies in the middle with an index 

score of 33. 

Long-term orientation based on the WVS is slightly different from long-term orientation based 

on the CVS. The differences between LTO-CVS and LTO-WVS, according to Hofstede et al. 

(2010), are that “the first originated from a survey designed by Chinese scholars, and it produced 

its highest score for mainland China” (p.254). Thus, LTO-CVS is biased to the Chinese side and 

it is only available to 23 countries. Further attempts to expand countries by using the same 

                                                           
5
 Note by the researcher: Guanxi in Chinese means relations between people. 
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questions produced disappointing results. LTO-WVS, on the other side, “tries to replicate the 

essence of long-term orientation from a massive and permanently updated survey database that 

originated in Europe and expand worldwide under American leadership - a product of western 

minds” (ibid, p. 254). LTO-WVS lacks of eastern flavor, but it allows us to extend to more 

countries. The WVS items are best satisfied with conditions: “thrift as a desirable trait for 

children; national pride; importance of service to others” (ibid, p. 253). South Korea with an 

index score 100 lies on the top of LTO-WVS Index which covers 93 countries and regions, and 

Puerto Rico is the last one of the index with index score of 0. China lies in the fourth place with 

an index score of 87, just behind South Korea (100 point), Taiwan (93 point), and Japan (88 

point). Sweden gets an index score of 53 and takes the 37
th

 place in this index.  

2.6.4 Indulgence versus Restraint 

Indulgence versus restraint is the sixth dimension and it is included in the latest version of the 

book in 2010. The dimension is based on research that is carried out by the third co-author of the 

book Michael Minkov by using the World Value Survey. It describes to which extent we can 

enjoy the happiness of life and to which extent we are allowed to pursue happiness and leisure in 

our own culture. Indulgence versus restraint is defined as “indulgence stands for a tendency to 

allow relatively free gratification of basic and natural human desires related to enjoying life and 

having fun. Its opposite pole, restraint, reflects a conviction that such a gratification needs to be 

curbed and regulated by strict social norms” (ibid, p. 281). 

Table 6 in below displays key differences between indulgent and restrained societies in general 

norms, personal feelings, private life, sex, and politics.  

Table 6 Key Differences between Indulgent and Restrained Societies in general norms, 

personal feelings, private life, sex, and politics (Source: Hofstede et al. 2010, p. 291, 297) 

Indulgent Restrained 

Higher percentages of very happy people Lower percentages of very happy people 

A perception of personal life control A perception of helplessness: what happens to 

me is not my own doing 

Higher importance of leisure Lower importance of leisure 
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High importance of having friends Lower importance of having friends 

Thrift is not very important Thrift is important 

Loose society Tight society 

More likely to remember positive emotions Less likely to remember positive emotions 

Less moral discipline Moral discipline 

Positive attitude Cynicism 

Higher percentages of people who feel healthy Lower percentages of people who feel healthy 

Higher optimism More pessimism 

More satisfying family life Less satisfied with family life 

Household tasks should be shared between 

partners 

Unequal sharing of household tasks is no 

problem 

Loosely prescribed gender roles Strictly prescribed gender roles 

In wealthy countries, less strict sexual norms In wealthy countries, stricter sexual norms 

Smiling as a norm Smiling as suspect 

Freedom of speech is viewed as relatively 

important 

Freedom of speech is not a primary concern 

Maintaining order in the nation is not given a 

high priority 

Maintaining order in the nation is considered a 

high priority 

Lower numbers of police officers per 100,000 

population 

Higher numbers of police officers per 100,000 

population 

 

Hofstede et al. (2010) stated in the book that Indulgence versus Restraint shows a weak negative 

correlation with power distance and significant negative correlation with Long-Term Orientation 

(WVS), but there is no correlation with other IBM dimensions. The weak negative correlation 

with power distance indicates “a slight tendency for more hierarchical societies to be less 

indulgent” (ibid, p. 286). In the Indulgence versus Restraint Index scores for 93 countries and 
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regions, Venezuela lies on the top with an index score 100 and the second and third places are 

taken by Mexico and Puerto Rico with index scores of 97 and 90 respectively. The two countries 

that are studied in this paper, Sweden is the eighth country on the top with an index score of 78 

while China lies in the bottom of the index: 75
th

 place with an index score of 24. 

2.7 Power Distance 

Power distance describes how unequal the society is in a country and Power Distance Index (PDI) 

gives a score on each country. Power Distance Index values for 76 countries and regions based 

on the IBM database plus extensions. Regarding the rationality of the database and result, 

Hofstede et al. (2010) argued that “the scores that were based on answers by IBM employees 

paradoxically contain no information about the corporate culture of IBM: they show only to what 

extent people from the subsidiary in country X answered the same questions differently from 

similar people in country Y” (ibid, p. 56). Hence, “the conclusion that the score differences 

reflect different national cultures is confirmed by the fact that we found the same differences in 

populations outside IBM” (ibid, p. 56). 

Hofstede et al. (2010) defined the power distance dimension as: 

Power distance can therefore be defined as the extent to which the less powerful members 

of institutions and organizations within a country expect and accept that power is 

distributed unequally. Institutions are the basic elements of society, such as the family, 

the school, and the community; organizations are the places where people work. (p.61) 

“PDI scores inform us about dependence relationships in a country” (ibid, p.61). In small-power-

distance countries, the relationship between people who have more power and less power is 

interdependent. On the contrary, in large-power-distance countries, the people who have less 

power are considerably dependent on people who have more power. In the Power Distance Index, 

Malaysia and Slovakia with an index score of 104 are the countries with the largest power 

distance. China, together with Bangladesh and Arab countries with an index score of 80, takes 

12
th

 – 14
th

 place on the top of the index. It is noticeable that all Nordic countries are small-

power-distance countries according to the index. Sweden, together with its neighbor country 

Norway with an index score of 31, takes 69
th

 – 70
th

 in the index. Finland and Denmark get index 

scores of 33 and 18 respectively. Austria, with an index score 11, is the country with smallest 

power distance. 
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Regarding power distance, the author will adopt categories from the book to analyze. More 

specifically, the author will examine how Chinese immigrants in Uppsala acculturate with the 

Swedish society from perspectives of family, school, workplace, and the state. The theories and 

empirical studies about these perspectives will be presented in below. 

2.7.1 Power Distance and Family 

Most people are born in a family and family becomes the first place that people start their mental 

programming. Hofstede et al. (2010) used mental programs to describe patterns of thinking, 

feeling, and acting. Thus, the process of adapting to a culture is a process of mental 

programming. The impact of family to individuals, according to Hofstede et al. (2010), is that 

“as the family is the source of our very first social mental programming, its impact is extremely 

strong, and programs set at this stage are difficult to change” (p. 68). The key differences 

between small-and large-power-distance societies are shown by Table 7. 

Table 7 Key Differences Between Small-and Large-Power-Distance Societies: Family 

(Hofstede et al. 2010, p. 72). 

Small Power Distance Large Power Distance 

Parents treat children as equals. Parents teach children obedience. 

Children treat parents and older relatives as 

equals. 

Respect for parents and older relatives is a 

basic and lifelong virtue. 

Children play no role in old-age security of 

parents 

Children are a source of old-age security to 

parents 

 

In large-power-distance cultures, “children are expected to be obedient toward their parents” 

(ibid, p.67). Children start to learn in early age to show their respects to their parents and other 

elders. “Respect for parents and other elders is considered to be a basic virtue; children see 

others showing such respect and soon acquire it themselves” (ibid, p.67). The respect for parents 

and other elders last not only childhood, but also adulthood; “parental authority continues to play 

a role in person‟s life as long as the parents are alive” (ibid, p.67). 
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In small-power-distance cultures, “the goal of parental education is to let children take control of 

their own affairs as soon as they can” (ibid, p.67) and “children are more or less treated as equals 

as soon as they are able to act” (ibid, p.67). Thus, children are encouraged to be independent and 

take responsibility for their own lives as soon as they can. When children grow up and become 

adults, “they start relating to their parents as friends, or at least as equals, and a grown-up person 

is not apt to ask his or her parents‟ permission or even advice regarding an important decision” 

(ibid, p.68). Parents should stand on their own when they become old, and children don't have 

the obligation to take care of parents. 

The Chinese culture and society are deeply influenced by Confucianism. In general, 

Confucianism uses five virtues to define relationships among individuals and these five virtues 

are “humanity/benevolence (ren), righteousness (yi), propriety (li), wisdom (zhi), and 

trustworthiness (xin)” (Yan & Sorenson 2004, p.9).  The five social relationships are also usually 

defined as “father and son, ruler and ruled, husband and wife, elder brother and younger brother, 

and friend and friend” (ibid, p.9). These five virtues provide behavioral disciplines and 

guidelines for individuals. The relationship between parents and children, as Yan & Sorenson 

(2004) interpreted, is “one of the most emphasized relationships in Confucian philosophy” (p.9). 

The parent-child relationship, which is often described as a reciprocal relationship, contains that 

“children serve their parents with filial piety and submission (xiao), and parents treat their 

children with kindness and care (ci)” (ibid, p.9). Filial piety, described as the Confucian 

“cardinal value” by Hsu (1998), “is displayed by high levels of devotion including affection, 

respect, duty, and obedience” (Yan & Sorenson 2004, p.9). According to Hsu (1998), children 

are taught to show filial piety throughout the lives of the parents. “In addition to filial piety to 

parents, „precedence of the old over the young‟ (Tu 1998b: 127) governs all kinds of family 

relationships between different generations and among siblings” (Yan & Sorenson 2004, p.9). 

The unequal distribution of power does not only exist between parents and children, but also 

between older children and younger children. “Among siblings, younger children are expected to 

be respectful and submissive to older siblings (gong), and older children are expected to be 

respectful and kind to their younger brothers and sisters (you)” (ibid, p.9-10).  

 “Due to emphasis on parental authority and the child‟s obedience in traditional Chinese culture, 

Chinese parents are highly controlling and authoritarian” (Dornbusch et al., 1987; Kelley 1992; 

Lin & Fu 1990, cited in Chen et al. 1997, p. 857). Chen et al. (1997) stated that “an ideal parent, 
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particularly the mother, is often described as kindhearted and strict (ci-xiang and yan-ge in 

Mandarin)” (p. 857). “Extreme concern for interpersonal relationships is, in Chinese culture, 

associated with family situation. Terms specifying exact relationships in the family hierarchy are 

used in everyday speech” (Tseng & Hsu 1970, p.5) 

Helen Spencer-Oatey (1997) stated in the article Unequal Relationships in High and Low Power 

Distance Societies: A Comparative Study of Ibtor-Student Role Relations in Britain and China 

that “unequal relationships are likely to be affected by these culture-level values, with the 

probable result being that the power differential of unequal relationships will be regarded as both 

greater and more acceptable in high power distance societies than in low power distance societies” 

(p.285).  

A study conducted by European Value Systems Study Group (EVSSG-Study) interviewed 

people from 15 European countries regarding their values and opinions in relation to working life, 

leisure time, family life, politics, religion, and moral issues (Harding 1987). Sweden was not part 

of EVSSG-Study, but a comparable study was undertaken (Pettersson 1988). The study showed 

that only half of the Swedes held the view that children should respect and love their parents 

irrespective of their faults and shortcomings compared with two-thirds from these 15 European 

countries. Pettersson (1988) stated that the Swedish parents share the same goal in childrearing 

with other European parent, but the difference is that the Swedish parents want to use less 

authoritarian approaches in the socialization of children. A comparative study of parental values 

(Dahlberg 1992) described that Swedish mothers are less strict to their children in parenting 

practices compared with other 15 European countries. According to Dahlberg (1992), the 

relationship between parents and children in Sweden has changed over time, and “obedience and 

subordination to parents‟ authority, which earlier characterized the child‟s position in the family, 

has changed to a more reciprocal relation in which children and their requirements are respected” 

(p.122-123). Another study conducted by Åström (1986) in which three generations of women 

were interviewed about their rearing showed that more freedom and independence for children 

were desired.  

2.7.2 Power Distance and School 

In most societies, children will start to go to school when they reach a specific age. “In school 

the child further develops his or her mental programming” (Hofstede et al. 2010, p.69) and “the 
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role pair parent-child is replaced by the role pair teacher-student, but basic values and behaviors 

are carried forward from one sphere into the other” (ibid, p.69). The key differences between 

small-and large-power-distance society regarding school is presented in Table 8. 

Table 8 Key Differences between Small-and Large-Power-Distance Societies: School 

(Hofstede et al. 2010, p. 72). 

Small Power Distance Large Power Distance 

Students treat teachers as equals. Students give teachers respect, even outside 

class. 

Teachers expect initiatives from students in 

class. 

Teachers should take all initiatives in class. 

Teachers are experts who transfer impersonal 

truths. 

Teachers are gurus who transfer personal 

wisdom. 

Quality of learning depends on two-way 

communication and excellence of students. 

Quality of learning depends on excellence of 

teachers. 

 

In large-power-distance cultures, the unequal relationship parent-child is replaced by the unequal 

teacher-student relationship in school. Students should show their respects to teachers in and out 

of school. “Students in class speak up only when invited to; teachers are never publicly 

contradicted or criticized and are treated with deference even outside school” (ibid, p. 69). The 

inequality is even shown by educational process and communication between teachers and 

students. “The educational process is teacher centered; teachers outline the intellectual paths to 

be followed” (ibid, p.69). Teachers are expected to take control of the class with initiating all 

communication. 

In small-power-distance cultures, “teachers are supposed to treat the students as basic equals and 

expect to be treated as equals by the students” (ibid, p.69). “The educational process is student 

centered, with a premium on student initiative; students are expected to find their own 

intellectual paths” (ibid, p.69-70). If there is anything that the students do not understand, they 

are supposed to ask. Moreover, the students can express their disagreements at any time, even 
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during the lectures; students treat teachers as equals and they show no particular respects to 

teachers both in and out of school. “Effective learning in such a system depends very much on 

whether the supposed two-way communication between students and teacher is, indeed, 

established” (ibid, p.70). 

Regarding teacher-student relationship, Chinese students are educated with a well-known 

Chinese saying: “teachers and students are like father and son” (Spencer-Oatey 1997, p.297). 

Yan & Sorenson (2004) contended that two basic relationships exist outside the domain of 

family: the ruler and the ruled, and between friends. Yan & Sorenson (2004) explained the first 

relationship by using Tu‟s (1998b) ideas that “the first is a hierarchical relationship in which the 

ruled is expected to be submissive to the ruler, while the ruler is expected to be kind and caring 

to the ruled, almost like the relationship of father and son” (p.10). The hierarchical relationship, 

determined by status of the interacting parties, “also extends to the superior and subordinate, 

employer and employee, teacher and student, etc.” (ibid, p.10). With regard to the relationship 

between teachers and students, Ginsberg (1992) commented that the knowledge transmitting 

(teaching) process is “a respected elder transmitting to a subordinate junior” (p.6).  

Liu (1973) quoted the perception of teacher that was defined by one of the most well-recognized 

scholars and educators in the Tang Dynasty Han Yu who summarized three important roles for 

teachers in his article Shi Shuo (On Teachers): “what is a teacher? A teacher is the one who 

shows you the way of being human, teaches you knowledge and enlightens you when you are 

confused” (p.754). A good teacher, according to Gao & Watkins (2001), “should not only 

perform well in teaching and learning, but also perform well in other aspects of life, the so called 

Wei Ren Shi Biao (a teacher should be a model of good conduct)” (p.461).  

According to the Swedish National Agency for Education (2006), the goal of education in 

Sweden is to educate democratic citizens. Lindensjö & Lundgren (2000) contended that it is 

through educational system that human beings learn, obtain, and communicate all the norms, 

values, attitudes, skills and knowledge that are necessary to be comprehended to know how 

things work and function in a social context. The “„fundamental values” in Swedish educational 

system is described by the Ministry of Education and Science in Sweden (2002) as “the 

inviolability of human life, individual freedom and integrity, the equal value of all people, 

equality between women and men and solidarity with the weak and vulnerable are all values that 
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the school should represent and impart” (p. 5). It is stated in Ministry of Education and Science 

in Sweden (2002) that teachers should “together with the pupils develop rules for working and 

participating in the group” (p.11) and “openly present and discuss different values, ideas and 

problems” (ibid, p. 11). Equality for a student, according to Jones (2002), means that he/she can 

address the teacher by his/hers first name or both of them can address each other with their 

official title in order to be on an equal level. Jones (2002) has also pointed out that to be listened 

to is one way to be respected and from the perspective of students, it means in a way that the 

teachers show that they are listening, e.g. by body language or eye contact. 

2.7.3 Power Distance and the Workplace 

Most of the people start to work when they become adults and the upcoming role pair boss-

subordinate will complement the role pairs parent-child and teacher-student. “It should not 

surprise anybody when attitudes toward parents, especially fathers, and toward teachers, which 

are part of our mental programming, are transferred toward bosses” (Hofstede et al. 2010, p.73). 

The key differences between small-and large-power-distance societies regarding workplace are 

presented in Table 9. 

Table 9 Key Differences between Small-and Large-Power-Distance Societies: Workplace 

(Hofstede et al. 2010, p. 76). 

Small Power Distance Large Power Distance 

Hierarchy in organizations means an inequality 

of roles, established for convenience. 

Hierarchy in organizations reflects existential 

inequality between higher and lower levels. 

Decentralization is popular. Centralization is popular. 

There are fewer supervisory personnel. There are more supervisory personnel. 

There is a narrow salary range between the top 

and the bottom of the organization. 

There is a wide salary range between the top 

and the bottom of the organization. 

Managers rely on their own experience and on 

subordinates. 

Managers rely on superiors and on formal 

rules. 

Subordinates expect to be consulted. Subordinates expect to be told what to do. 
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The ideal boss is a resourceful democrat. The ideal boss is a benevolent autocrat, or 

“good father”. 

Subordinate-superior relations are pragmatic. Subordinate-superior relations are emotional. 

Privileges and status symbols are frowned 

upon. 

Privileges and status symbols are normal and 

popular. 

Manual work has the same status as office 

work. 

White-collar jobs are valued more than blue-

collar jobs. 

 

In large-power-distance cultures, “superiors and subordinates consider each other as existentially 

unequal; the hierarchical system is based on this existential inequality” (ibid, p.73). Subordinates 

are expected to be told what to do and privileges are widely accepted and popular. In such a 

system, the bosses are expected to make decisions. It is essential to follow all the rules and 

orders in this system and superiors are expected to be treated with deference even outside 

workplace. 

In small-power-distance cultures, the relationship between superiors and subordinates is 

considered to be equal, and “the hierarchical system is just an inequality of roles, established for 

convenience” (ibid, p.74). In such a system, “subordinates expect to be consulted before a 

decision is made that affects their work, but they accept that the boss is the one who finally 

decides” (ibid, p.74). Bosses, as it is shown in Table 9, are expected to be a resourceful democrat. 

Pye (1985) argued that “in most Asian cultures leaders are expected to be nurturing, benevolent, 

kind, sympathetic figures” (p.27-28). Regarding the preference of leadership styles, Bond & 

Hwang (1986) concluded from a number of studies carried out by scholars from Taiwan that “it 

seems that Chinese prefer an authoritarian leadership style in which a benevolent and respected 

leader is not only considerate of his followers, but also able to take skilled and decisive action” 

(p.251). In Chinese organizations, the relationship between managers and employees is like the 

relationship between the father and the son, “just as a father would counsel, teach, and provide 

direction to a son, the Chinese manager is expected to do the same with employees” (Rarick 

2007, p.24). The managers interact with employees much like the same as parents are looking for 

the best interest for the children, or to be a “good father” as Hofstede et al. (2010) interpreted in 
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the book Cultures and Organizations: Software of the Mind. “In modern Chinese organizations 

the relationship is extended now for the most part to include both sexes. Chinese managers who 

act as mentors and provide a positive role model for employees are fulfilling this „father-son‟ 

relationship of Confucius” (Rarick 2007, p.24). Rarick (2007) also stated that “when the 

organization is viewed as an extension of the family we find that the primary role of the leader is 

to act as a parental figure in maintaining harmony, respect, and cohesion within the organization” 

(p.24). Thus, all members have a duty to carry out and a role to play in the organization. “Social 

control is maintained through this strong clan orientation and relationships are established based 

upon predetermined roles and appropriate behavior which flows from those roles” (ibid, p.24). In 

Chinese organizations, the organizational control is also influenced by wisdom, as Rarick (2007) 

contended that “wisdom, either through age or education is still highly regarded in Chinese 

organizations” (p.26).  

“Stated more explicitly, Confucian scholars advocated that one should do benevolence to others 

in a hierarchical way, depending on the intimacy of one's relationship with other” (Hwang 1997, 

p.20). The difference between western “justice” and Confucian hierarchical benevolence, 

according to Hwang (1997), is: 

Based on this kind of hierarchical benevolence, the Confucian "righteousness" for 

ordinary people is very different from Western concept about universal "justice" which is 

highly valued in Christian civilization: Western culture emphasizes the importance of 

equity rule, while Confucian culture tends to cultivate the need rule for expressive ties as 

well as the renqing rule for the mixed tie. (p.20) 

In Swedish organizations, “non-obtrusive measures gave eloquent examples of expressions 

relevant to Power Distance” (Holmberg & Åkerblom 2007, p. 45). For instance, according to 

Holmberg & Åkerblom (2007), in most Swedish organizations, “there are no different dress 

codes according to employee status and often, titles are seldom listed on the door signs” (p. 45). 

Privileges are not popular or expected in Swedish organization, as Holmberg & Åkerblom (2007) 

stated that “some privileges are allocated to senior managerial levels such as special parking 

places or bigger offices” (p. 46), but at work, “eating places are generally not separated 

depending on working position”(ibid, p.46).  
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“A distinctive feature of teams in Sweden is that the social tie within a work team stem from a 

common commitment to some particular cause or goal, rather than from strong interpersonal ties 

between the team members” (ibid, p. 63). This indicates that the relationships between 

subordinates and superiors and even between subordinates or between superiors are more 

pragmatic. According to Holmberg & Åkerblom (2007), the Swedish management and 

leadership are deeply rooted with values of egalitarianism and equality and “decision making in 

Sweden is naturally participative” (p. 63).  

Ekwall & Karlsson (1999) showed in their study that management in Sweden is not person-

centered but functional-centered in which case big crisis will not arise even with a change of 

manager midstream. Bialas (2009) contended that “one of the most emphasized characteristics of 

the Swedish management is high level employee participation” (p. 108). According to 

Czerniawska-Joerges (1993), “The supervisors give only general suggestions, and the control is 

limited to encourage employees to take individual incentive, which is connected with the high 

level of individualism and tendency to avoid conflicts” (p.17). The Swedish management is also 

characterized by big flows of information passed to employees (Bialas 2009). Studies from both 

Bjerke (2004) and Lawrence (2000) showed that Swedish organizations have high autonomy and 

employee‟s involvement is considered to be an important element in the management. According 

to Birkinshaw (2002), there is a balance in the management: “empowering is about giving 

employees the space and the skills to do things for themselves; coaching is about taking a 

personal interest in employees, encouraging them, and generally getting involved in their day-to-

day activities”(p.15). 

2.7.4 Power Distance and the State 

Authority-citizen is the last role pair that will be discussed in power distance and it has equal 

effects to people in one culture compared with role pairs parent-child, teacher-student, and boss-

subordinate. The key differences in the role pair authority-citizen between small-and large-

power-distance societies are shown in Table 10. 

Table 10 Key Differences Between Small-and Large-Power-Distance Societies: The State 

(Hofstede et al. 2010, p. 83). 

Small Power Distance Large Power Distance 
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Power is based on formal position, expertise, 

and ability to give rewards. 

Power is based on tradition or family, 

charisma, and the ability to use force. 

The way to change a political system is by 

changing the rules (evolution). 

The way to change a political system is by 

changing the people at the top (revolution). 

There is more dialogue and less violence in 

domestic politics. 

There is less dialogue and more violence in 

domestic politics. 

Pluralist governments based on the outcome of 

majority votes. 

Autocratic or oligarchic governments based on 

co-optation. 

There are small income differentials in society, 

further reduced by the tax system. 

There are large income differentials in society, 

further increased by the tax system. 

Scandals end political careers of those 

involved. 

Scandals involving power holders are usually 

covered up. 

Participative theories of management: 

Christian New Testament, Marx. 

Power-based practice of management: 

Confucius, Plato, Machiavelli. 

All should have equal rights. The powerful should have privileges. 

 

According to Samovar et al. (1998), the people from large-power-distance countries 

…believe that power and authority are facts of life. Both consciously and unconsciously, 

these cultures teach their members that people are not equal in this world and that 

everybody has a rightful place, which is clearly marked by countless vertical 

arrangements. Social hierarchy is prevalent and institutionalizes inequality (p. 71). 

Pye (1985) stated in the book Asian Power and Politics: the Cultural Dimensions of Authority 

that “the Chinese started with the ideal that all power should emanate from above, from the 

center, from a single supreme ruler” (p.183). The relationship between local and central 

authorities is described by Pye (1985) as: 

Around the supreme Chinese leader, power clusterings have always existed, but in a state 

of semi-illegitimacy. Local authorities have been either the delegates of the supreme 

authority, the obedient agents of centralized power, or the unprepossessing protectors of 
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parochial concerns. In traditional China the power of the local magistrates came entirely 

from their role as representatives of the imperial court, and today local cadres are equally 

the disciplined servants of the central authorities. Magistrates and cadres might be aware 

of the local concerns, but their authority was and is based entirely upon their 

identification with the central authority. (p. 183-184) 

The concept “revolution” is interpreted differently in China compared with other cultures. “In 

most cultures the idea of revolution is associated with the shattering of authority so as to liberate 

people and provide greater freedom. In China the slogan of „complete the revolution‟ has always 

been directed toward creating a stronger, more enveloping authority” (ibid, p. 189). This 

indicates that the revolution is not completed by changing the political system, but by changing 

the leaders on the top.  

In public space, “small power distance can be revealed at burial places not being separated 

depending on family wealth or status” (Holmberg & Åkerblom 2007, p. 46). In small-power-

distance countries such as Sweden, “personal status does not help either when getting the bus or 

any other public transportation, as queuing is the duty of everybody” (ibid, p. 46). “Everyone‟s 

opinions, ideas and experiences are respected and listened to, since all are potential contributors 

to the accomplishment of the task in place or to the solution of the problem being dealt with” 

(ibid, p. 49). 

According to Holmberg & Åkerblom (2007), an important concept that describes Sweden 

developing into a modern social welfare country is “People‟s home” - “Folkhemmet” which was 

envisioned in 1930s by the Social Democratic party, and the concept “Folkhemmet” is “a 

metaphor of society as a good home, a nation-wide community in which „equality, concern for 

others, co-operation and helpfulness‟ (like in any good home) should prevail” (p.36). The 

development of the Swedish society and the Swedish social welfare system are often described 

by the term “the Swedish model”. Holmberg & Åkerblom (2007) stated that “the Swedish model 

should not be understood as being a precise and unambiguous concept” (p.37). They summarized 

the features of the Swedish model from a five-year interdisciplinary research program “The 

Study of Power and Democracy in Sweden” (Maktutredningen. Huvudrapport: “Demokrati och 

makt i Sverige”, SOU 1990:44) and those features are as follows: 

 A non-interventionist stance of the State in the industrial relations system. The labor 

market actors avoided the threatening State intervention in conflicts and it is probable 
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that this threat pushed forward co-operation among the actors. In the Swedish model, this 

cooperation soon became the norm. 

 Centralized collective negotiations among the actors on the labor market. The 

centralization facilitated the pursuit of a wage policy showing solidarity with low-paid 

workers in the sense that the general wage level was adjusted up to the most 

internationally competitive industries, forcing unproductive enterprises to improve or 

close. 

 The potential problem of laid-off labor resulting from this wage policy was handled by an 

active government labor market policy, basically aimed at promoting the movement of 

labor force from low to high productive sectors. (Holmberg & Åkerblom 2007, p.37) 

2.8 Masculinity versus Femininity 

Masculinity versus femininity is “the desirability of assertive behavior against the desirability of 

modest behavior” (Hofstede et al. 2010, p.136). As Hofstede et al. (2010) stated in the book that 

“the differences in mental programming among societies related to this new dimension are social 

but are even more emotional” (p.140). The roles that people are playing are affected by which 

culture they are living in. “Social roles can be imposed by external factors, but what people feel 

while playing them comes from the inside” (ibid, p.140). Masculinity versus femininity as a 

dimension is defined by Hofstede et al. (2010) as: 

A society is called masculine when emotional gender roles are clearly distinct: men are 

supposed to be assertive, tough, and focused on material success, whereas women are 

supposed to be more modest, tender, and concerned with the quality of life. 

A society is called feminine when emotional gender roles overlap: both men and women 

are supposed to be modest, tender, and concerned with the quality of life. (p. 140) 

According to Masculinity Index (MAS), which values 76 countries and regions based on the 

IBM database, Slovakia with an index score 110 is the most masculine country in the world, and 

Sweden with an index score 5 is the most feminine country. China, together with Germany and 

Great Britain with an index score 66, ranks in 11
th

 – 13
th

 place in the index. Compared with 

Sweden, China is a very masculine country according to the Masculinity Index. 

Femininity in the dimension should not be confused with feminism. The differences are as 

follows: 
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Feminism is an ideology, either organized or not, that wants to change the role of women 

in society. The masculinity-femininity dimension is relevant to this ideology because 

across countries we find a more masculine and a more feminine form of feminism.  The 

masculine form claims that women should have the same possibilities that men have.  

The feminine form wants to change society, men included. It calls for not only women‟s 

liberation but men‟s lib as well. (ibid, p.156) 

In this part, four categories will be adopted from Hofstede et al.‟s (2010) work and they are 

family, education, workplace and the state. The theories on each category, together with 

empirical studies on China and Sweden, will be presented in below. 

2.8.1 Masculinity versus Femininity and Family 

To live in a society successfully means people need to be socialized, and in most societies, 

family is the place where individuals receive their first socialization. Socialization, according to 

Hofstede et al. (2010), means that “both girls and boys learn their place in society, and once they 

have learned it, the majority of them want it that way” (p. 151). In most of the families, two 

unequal but complementary role pairs are included: parent-child and husband-wife. The 

relationship parent-child is related to power distance and it has been presented in 2.7.1. “The 

prevailing role distribution between husband and wife is reflected in a society‟s position on the 

masculinity-femininity scale” (ibid, p.151). The key differences between feminine and masculine 

societies regarding family are presented in Table 11. 

 

Table 11 Key Differences between Feminine and Masculine Societies: Family (Hofstede et 

al. 2010, p. 155). 

Feminine Masculine 

Both men and women should be modest. Men should be assertive, ambitious, and tough. 

In the family, both fathers and mothers deal 

with facts and feelings. 

In the family, fathers deal with facts, and 

mothers deal with feelings. 

Parents share earning and caring roles. The standard pattern is that the father earns, 

and the mother cares. 
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Both boys and girls are allowed to cry, but 

neither should fight. 

Girls cry, but boys don't; boys should fight 

back, and girls shouldn't fight at all. 

Boys and girls play for the same reasons. Boys play to compete; girls play to be together. 

The same standards apply for bridegrooms and 

brides. 

Brides need to be chaste and industrious; 

grooms don't. 

Husbands should be like boyfriends. Husbands should be healthy, wealthy, and 

understanding; boyfriends should be fun. 

 

One of the five cardinal Confucian relationships is husband-wife. “In general, wives are expected 

to show submission to husbands, and husbands are expected to show care and kindness to their 

wives” (Yan & Sorenson 2004, p.10). The harmonious relationship between husband and wife is 

one of the ideal family values. The Confucian principle dictated a submissive role for women in 

the relationship between husband and wife, and “women should be confined to the home and not 

allowed to make decisions” (Rarick 2007, p.24) 

“China is a traditionally male-dominant society, and Chinese parents prefer to have boys rather 

than girls” (Ji & McNeal 2001, p. 82). The reason, according to Shao & Herbig (1994), is that 

male children can carry on the family names, inherit the family property, and play a special role 

in the family traditions. Regarding the father‟s role in children‟s education, Ho (1987) stated that 

“the father was expected to educate his children in addition to providing for their livelihood” 

(p.230). The role of father and mother is different in the Chinese families. “As stated in the 

Three-Character Classic, a chief primer for beginners produced in the thirteenth century and 

memorized by millions of Chinese children until recent times: „Rearing without education is the 

fault of the father, teaching without strictness is the negligence of the teacher‟” (ibid, p.230). On 

the other hand, “the father was not expected to have much to do with the care of infants or young 

children; that was within the province of the mother and other women” (ibid, p.230). The saying 

“strict father, kind mother” (Wilson 1974) is still popular in China. According to Ho (1987), “the 

father was typically characterized as a stern disciplinarian, more concerned with the demands of 

propriety and necessity than feelings” (p. 230), while mother plays the “kind” role in the family 

by taking care of feelings of the children. 
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In Sweden, according to Hwang (1987), fathers, like mothers, take parental leave during the first 

year of the newborn children. Hallgren et al. (1999) stated that the Swedish fathers are strongly 

encouraged by the society to take part in activities during pregnancy and birth. The involvement 

of Swedish fathers in parenthood is supported by the parental-leave system introduced in the 

middle of 1970s which, with further reforms, “enhance fathers‟ involvement in active parenting 

and the provision of subsidized, high-quality public childcare enable women and men to combine 

employment and parenthood” (Oláh & Bernhardt 2008, p. 1107). According to Oláh & Bernhardt 

(2008), “Swedes also tend to think that both husband and wife should contribute to the household 

income (higher than average) and that paid work is important for women‟s independence” 

(p.1120). With regard to parenting, “men and women did not seem to differ in their views on 

shared parenting, i.e., concerning parental responsibilities in everyday life, norms about how the 

practical tasks with regard to childcare should be shared” (ibid, p. 1121).  

Scholar Ulla Björnberg (2002) from Göteborg University stated in the Swedish family research 

article Ideology and choice between work and care: Swedish family policy for working parents 

that the paid parental leave and public and subsidized child care are the institutional contexts of 

gender equality between men and women in the Swedish families. “Individual and mutual 

responsibility for family subsistence was seen as necessary for gender equality to be 

accomplished. Both parents were regarded as responsible for the care of children and for 

domestic work” (ibid, p. 35). The current parental leave policy, according to Björnberg (2002), is 

an ideological thinking that is based on social democratic thinking of the relationship between 

family and state. “In Sweden, provision, socialization and care of children are regarded as 

responsibilities to be shared between parents and the welfare state, supported by employers” 

(ibid, p. 36).  

2.8.2 Masculinity versus Femininity and Education 

Masculinity and femininity in education describes the norms in the educational system and the 

societies. Masculine or feminine culture guides teachers and students to behave correctly in 

different circumstances. The key differences between masculine and feminine societies regarding 

education are displayed in Table 12. 
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Table 12 Key Differences between Feminine and Masculine Societies: Education (Hofstede 

et al. 2010, p. 165). 

Feminine Masculine 

Average student is the norm; praise for weak 

students. 

Best student is the norm; praise for excellent 

students. 

Jealousy of those who try to excel. Competition in class; trying to excel. 

Failing in school is a minor incident. Failing in school is a disaster. 

Competitive sports are extracurricular. Competitive sports are part of the curriculum. 

Children are socialized to be nonaggressive. Aggression by children is accepted. 

Students underrate their own performance: 

ego-effacement.  

Students overrate their own performance: ego-

boosting. 

Friendliness in teachers is appreciated. Brilliance in teachers is admired. 

Job choice is based on intrinsic interest. Job choice is based on career opportunities. 

 

In how to characterize a good teacher, Gao & Watkins (2001) cited a study carried out by British 

and Chinese secondary school students Jin & Cortazzi that “the Chinese students, however, 

preferred the teacher to have deep knowledge, be able to answer questions, and be a good moral 

model” (p. 446). In terms of teacher-student relationship, “the Chinese students considered their 

relationship with a good teacher would be a friendly, warm one well beyond the classroom” (ibid, 

p.446). According to Jin & Cortazzi (1998), Chinese teacher, the perception of the concept is 

related to Confucian concept “ren” which can be translated into “something like human-

heartedness or love” (ibid, p.446). Jin & Cortazzi (1998) contended that all education ideas in 

mainland China are based on Confucian principles and these principles include: 

The high value placed on education by society; that learning involves reflection and 

application; that hard work can compensate for lack of ability; that the teacher is a model 

both of knowledge and morality; and the value that learning is a moral duty and studying 

hard is a responsibility to the family. (Gao & Watkins 2001, p.446) 
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In China, education is not only about to become cultivated and educated; it is also related to the 

changes of social and economic class. “Schooling in China is still an important and effective way 

of raising one‟s social and economic status” (ibid, p.459). The school performance is thus very 

important for both Chinese students and their parents. “To many students from poor rural areas, 

tertiary education represents a distinctive line which decides whether they wear straw sandals or 

leather shoes later in their lives‟ (a popular saying in rural China)” (ibid, p.459). The Chinese 

parents are therefore concerned with their children‟s school performance. According to Zhao 

(1996), most Chinese parents will reward their children if they get high grades in exam or punish 

them if they have shown bad performance in school.  

Wikström & Wikström (2005) stated in the article Grade inflation and school competition: an 

empirical analysis based on the Swedish upper secondary schools that Sweden has a 

“decentralized structure when it comes to grade setting with limited central control mechanisms” 

(p.310). According to Eckstein & Noah (1993), the Swedish school system is unique when it 

comes to leaving the entire responsibility of grading to the school, namely to the teachers who 

will grade based on classroom assignments. This indicates that “there are neither traditional 

examination instruments such as standardized examination tests nor external referees involved in 

the grade setting process” (Wikström & Wikström 2005, p.310), and there is no external 

mechanism by which the grade will be evaluated. “In Sweden, by contrast, children are expected 

to be average (lagom in Swedish) and the school system damps down any naturally competitive 

instincts they may have” (Birkinshaw 2002, p.12).  

2.8.3 Masculinity versus Femininity and the Workplace 

In the book Cultures and Organizations: Software of the Mind, two types of management with 

regard to masculinity and femininity are introduced: manége (a place where horses are drilled) 

and ménage (household). Manége is the masculine side of management and ménage is the 

feminine side. Hofstede et al. (2010) quoted the classic American study of leadership to 

distinguish these two types of management: “initiating structure versus consideration, or concern 

for work or concern for people” (p. 166). “Both are equally necessary for the success of an 

enterprise, but the optimal balance between the two differs for masculine and feminine cultures” 

(ibid, p.166). The key differences between feminine and masculine societies regarding the 

workplace are displayed by Table 13. 
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Table 13 Key Differences between Feminine and Masculine Societies: The Workplace 

(Hofstede et al. 2010, p. 165). 

Feminine Masculine 

Management as ménage: intuition and 

consensus. 

Management as manége: decisive and 

aggressive. 

Resolution of conflicts by compromise and 

negotiation. 

Resolution of conflicts by letting the strongest 

win. 

Rewards are based on equality Rewards are based on equity. 

Preference for smaller organizations. Preference for larger organizations. 

People work in order to live. People live in order to work. 

More leisure time is preferred over more 

money. 

More money is preferred over more leisure 

time. 

Careers are optional for both genders. Careers are compulsory for men, optional for 

women. 

There is a higher share of working women in 

professional jobs. 

There is a lower share of working women in 

professional jobs. 

Humanization of work by contact and 

cooperation. 

Humanization of work by job content 

enrichment. 

Competitive agriculture and service industries. Competitive manufacturing and bulk 

chemistry. 

 

Pun et al. (2000) stated in their research that in Chinese organizations, “it is rather rare for them 

to encourage employee empowerment and promote self-management practices in their 

organizations” (p.333). A study conducted by Graf et al. (1991) found that Chinese managers 

perceived a significant use of timetables and deadlines, and they also had a high degree of desire 

to be consulted by subordinates in decision making. Nevertheless, in order to maintain order and 
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harmony, the Chinese people believe that it is the duty of a benevolent leader to treat all people 

fair and to provide them with order and stability (Ng 1998).  

“China is a complex society by virtue of its unique cultural heritage, and collective orientation 

has a pervasive influence on its mode of management and organization” (Pun et al. 2000, p.333). 

Ng (1998) argued that with the emergence of the younger educated generations, it is believed 

that they will be more willing to accept foreign values and Western management approaches. 

However, Child (1995) contended that the Chinese management had its own logic in its own 

cultural and economic contexts. Thus, the changes of Chinese management will not only take 

time, but also it requires changes in people‟s attitude and cultural norms (Ng 1998). 

In how to handle the relationship between superior and subordinate, Hwang (1997) stated that: 

In a power structure emphasizing vertical relationship, when a subordinate feels conflicts 

with the superior and knows that it is useless to argue with the other of dominant power, 

he or she may accept the superior's request in public, but do one‟s own business in private. 

In contemporary China, this pretending to obey is called "the superior has a policy to 

impose on, while the inferior has a trick to cope with it." (p.30) 

According to Daun (1989), the Swedish mentality, namely conflict avoidance and neutrality, 

guides how people behave in organizations and pleasant and peaceful working environment is 

highly valued by Swedes. A study carried out by Källström (1995) showed that the Swedish 

management is founded on the ability to create consensus and commitment for a certain 

communicated vision. “The vision serves as guidance and inspiration for both thoughts and 

action, and is consciously comprehensible and distinct at its core but blurry in its contours in 

order to provide a clearing for personal interpretation, initiative and independent action” 

(Holmberg & Åkerblom 2007, p. 61). According to Ferrarini (2006), Sweden is a good example 

of a dual-earner family policy model with strong family earners and low general family support. 

The gender policy supports women to get a career.  

Holmberg & Åkerblom (2007) contended in the article "Primus Inter Pares" Leadership and 

Culture in Sweden that “an outstanding leader should be performance and action oriented, 

charismatic and visible inside and outside the organization, honest, modest, pragmatic, 

procedural, a good team builder, and entrepreneurial, and should work for egalitarianism and 

consensus” (p. 58). Birkinshaw (2002) stated that Swedish management is “an approach to 
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management that is already relatively familiar, with its emphasis on empowerment, teamwork 

and consensus-based decision making” (p.14). According to Birkinshaw (2002), the Swedish 

management is boiled down with two elements: empowering and coaching. Empowering is about 

“delegating responsibility to the people who work for you, sharing decision making with them 

and appreciating their initiative” (ibid, p.14), while coaching is about “making everyone feel part 

of the team, encouraging players to co-operate, keeping them informed and taking an interest in 

their individual performance” (ibid, p.14). Birkinshaw‟s (2002) research showed that Swedes 

emphasize empowerment and are less keen on coaching. This indicates that the Swedes would 

like to do their work without being interrupted by their bosses and the bosses should be prepared 

to take suggestions from them about their working areas. 

2.8.4 Masculinity versus Femininity and the State 

The influences of the masculinity-femininity dimension to the state are the priorities of the 

following areas: “solidarity with the weak versus reward for the strong; aid to poor countries 

versus investing in armaments; protection of the environment versus economic growth” 

(Hofstede et al. 2010, p.170). The consequence is that “masculine culture countries strive for a 

performance society; feminine countries for a welfare society” (ibid, p.171). In the relationship 

with environment, “governments in masculine cultures are more likely to give priority to growth 

and sacrifice the living environment for this purpose. Governments in feminine cultures are more 

likely to reverse priorities” (ibid, p.174). The key differences of the state between masculine and 

feminine societies are shown by Table 14. 

Table 14 Key Differences between Feminine and Masculine Societies: Politics (Hofstede et 

al. 2010, p. 180). 

Feminine Masculine 

Welfare society ideal; help for the needy. Performance society ideal; support for the 

strong. 

Permissive society. Corrective society. 

The environment should be preserved: small is 

beautiful. 

The economy should continue growing: big is 

beautiful. 
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International conflicts should be resolved by 

negotiation and compromise. 

International conflicts should be resolved by a 

show of strength or by fighting. 

Politics are based on coalitions with polite 

political manners. 

The political game is adversarial, with frequent 

mudslinging. 

Many women are in elected political positions. Few women are in elected political positions. 

 

According to Women of China English Monthly (2005), there were only seven women in the 

state-level government in 2005 in People‟s Republic of China, and many held deputy instead of 

chief positions. “To the Chinese any surfacing of autonomous power groupings, whether based 

on geography or on economic or technical achievement, has been taken as a sign of dangerous 

centrifugal forces” (Pye 1985, p. 189).  

Wu (1978) stated that the Chinese welfare system had been mostly influenced by family 

relationships, but other values systems should not be forgotten either, such as Buddhism and 

Islam. “Buddhism has become so much part of Chinese culture that its teachings of almsgiving 

and kindness to all living creatures have broadened the scope of care to those outside of the 

family system” (Chow 1987, p. 36). With a long history, “the Chinese have naturally developed 

a very sophisticated system for helping the poor and the destitute” (ibid, p. 37). However, the 

Chinese welfare system is based on a network of family relationships, instead of a matter of 

rights and responsibilities (ibid). 

The Swedish family pattern are made possible by a highly developed family policy and, 

according to Bernhardt et al. (2005), the family policies in Sweden are organized around three 

sets of issues: 

(1) voluntary parenthood, providing both family planning services and financial support 

to enable families to have wanted children; (2) the promotion of equality of women and 

men in families and in the workplace; (3) commitment to children‟s rights, including 

health care, parental leave, and income support. (p.7) 

The word “lagom” is an important part of the Swedish culture and Maccoby (1991) explained the 

cultural meaning of “lagom” to the Swedish culture and society: 
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The Swedes have a term for fairness, lagom, which means „just right‟… Swedish children 

learn that putting either too much or too little on the plate is not lagom, and Swedish 

unions demand that wages be lagom enough to create solidarity. The value of lagom 

permeates Swedish culture and is a way of minimizing the envy and sibling rivalry that 

could destroy the solidarity of the Swedish national family. (p. 6) 

Women in the Nordic countries enjoy more equal treatment with men than women anywhere else 

in the world (Economist 2003). “The 1994 elections in Sweden resulted in a substantial increase 

in the proportion of women in Parliament. Of the 349 members of Parliament over 40 percent 

were women” (Holmberg & Åkerblom 2007, p. 43).  

“Sweden is the prototype of the Social Democratic welfare state pursuing a „solidary market 

economy‟ based on free education, full employment merged with an active labor market policy, a 

collective bargaining system, and generous social provisions that are redistributing between 

individuals and across various life stages of individuals through the tax system” (Oláh & 

Bernhardt 2008, p. 1106). The gender equality in Sweden is supported by Swedish public 

policies and according to Oláh & Bernhardt (2008), the strong commitment to gender equality is 

based on “ideals of women and men equally sharing paid work and family responsibilities” (p. 

1106). Furthermore, “the vast majority employed in the public sector are women, which at least 

partly explains why the occupational structure in Sweden has remained markedly gender-

segregated” (ibid, p. 1106).  

3 Methodology 

In this chapter, the methodology of the research will be presented. The research is a qualitative 

study and semi-structured interview is employed as the research method to collect data. The 

details in how to find interviewees for the research, interview preparations and conducting 

interviews are presented in this part. 

3.1 Quantitative Data 

The quantitative data regarding China and Sweden on power distance and masculinity versus 

femininity is adopted from the book Cultures and Organizations: Software of the Mind. 

According to Power Distance Index (Hofstede et al. 2010, p.57-59) for 76 countries and regions, 

China lies 12
th

 to 14
th

 together with Arab countries and Bangladesh in the index with an index 
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score 80 meanwhile Sweden with an index score 31 holds place 79
th

 to 80
th

 together with its 

neighbor country Norway. Thus, the conclusion can be made that China is a large-power-

distance country and Sweden is a small-power-distance country. The Masculinity Index (ibid, 

p.141-143) shows that China together with Germany and Great Britain with an index score 66 

takes the places 11
th

 to 13
th

 and Sweden with an index score 5 takes the last place in the index. 

The Masculinity Index implies that China is a masculine country while Sweden is the most 

feminine country in the world. 

3.2 Interview 

The purpose of the thesis is to find out how intercultural communication has influenced Chinese 

immigrants in Uppsala with regard to Hofstede et al.‟s dimensions of national cultures: power 

distance and masculinity versus femininity. Quantitative data on both countries is provided in the 

book Cultures and Organizations: Software of the Mind. The study is concentrating on 

scrutinizing individual stories and ideological changes during the stay in Sweden. Thus, the 

research is a qualitative research and interview is employed in this research as the main 

methodology. According to McNamara (1999), interviews are particularly useful for getting the 

story behind a participant‟s experiences; the interviewer can pursue in-depth information around 

the topic; interviews may be useful as follow-up to certain respondents to questionnaires, e.g., to 

further investigate their responses. In concrete steps, a pilot interview and semi-structured 

interviews are conducted in the research.  

3.2.1 Pilot Interview 

A pilot study is a small scale preliminary study conducted in order to evaluate feasibility, time, 

cost, adverse events, and effect size (statistical variability) in an attempt to predict an appropriate 

sample size and improve upon the study design prior to performance of a full-scale research 

project (Hulley 2007, p.168-169). A pilot study can be used as a “small scale version or trial run 

in preparation for a major study” (Polit et al. 2001, p.467). Pilot study is often used in 

quantitative studies and a pilot study is “a potentially valuable insight and should anything be 

missing in the pilot study it can be added to the full-scale (and more expensive) experiment to 

improve the chances of a clear outcome
6
”. The aim of pilot study is therefore “to try out the 

                                                           
6
 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pilot_experiment 
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research approach to identity potential problems that may affect the quality and validity of the 

results” (Blessing & Chakrabarti 2009, p.114).  

The size of samples for pilot study is not necessary to be big; Baker (1994) found out that a 

sample size of 10-20% of the sample size for the actual study is a reasonable number of 

participants to consider enrolling in a pilot study. In the preparation for the research, the author 

did four pilot interviews and all the pilot interviewees were not included in the final group of 

interviewees. As it is pointed out by Haralambos & Holborn (2000) that a pilot study is usually 

carried out on the members of the relevant population, but not on those who will form part of the 

final sample, and this is because it may influence the later behavior of research subjects if they 

have already been involved in the research. These four that has been interviewed in the pilot 

interview are two males and two females. The age spreading is from 23 to 30 years and time 

living in Sweden is from six years to ten years. The questions that the researcher has designed for 

pilot interviews are drafts for the final research. Feedbacks regarding question designs were 

collected after pilot interviews and changes were made according to feedback.  

3.2.2 Samples 

Twelve interviews have been conducted in the research and the ages of interviewees are between 

17 to 56 years old. In the selection of samples, the researcher has taken gender and professions 

into consideration. In these twelve samples, seven samples are female and five samples are male. 

Although it is not possible to find and get statistics on professions of Chinese immigrants in 

Uppsala, the researcher believes that it is necessary to take the diversity of interviewees‟ 

professions into consideration. The spreading of professions are as follows: Chinese restaurant: 2; 

Chinese supermarket: 3; student: 2; researcher: 2: housewife: 1; employee: 2. The youngest 

interviewee who is 17 years old is a high school student in the final year of his studies and he has 

been living in Uppsala for six years. He moved to Sweden because of family reasons and he has 

got his primary education both in China and in Sweden. The oldest interviewee who is 56 years 

old is a housewife. She had physical health problems for a long time during the stay in Sweden 

since 2001, but the disease was cured in Akademiska Sjukhuset in Uppsala.  

Four ways are utilized to find interviewees in the research. First, personal contacts. During the 

two and half years‟ stay in Uppsala, the author has made some friends that fit in the target 

research group. Of the total twelve interviewees, four of them are found through the author‟s 
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personal contacts which means that the author knows these four interviewees personally, but not 

necessary to be close friends with the author. Second, Chinese restaurants and supermarkets. It is 

quite noticeable that in Swedish cities, no matter how big they are, there are Chinese restaurants 

and supermarkets. Uppsala as the fourth biggest city in Sweden, the Chinese restaurants and 

supermarkets are quite noticeable in the landscape. Furthermore, it is through them that the 

Chinese food culture is spread in the local Swedish society. Four interviewees lie in this category 

in the research. Third, strangers on the street. One interviewee has been found outside a 

kindergarten where the author passed by and heard spoken-Chinese when the interviewee picked 

up her child in the afternoon. Fourth, snowball effect. It is through interviewees to introduce new 

persons in their networks who fit in the target research group. Three interviewees are found by 

using snowball effect. 

Five of the interviewees required during interviews to be anonymous in the research and in order 

to respect privacy, the author will use aliases to stand for them and detailed information will be 

found in Appendix B. In citations of their words from interviews, information of their 

backgrounds will be given without releasing information that can identify them in real life. 

Citations of the rest seven interviewees will use their real name and identity in the analyses. 

3.2.3 Semi-structured Interviews 

Semi-structured interviews are non-standardized and are often employed in qualitative research. 

With semi-structured interviews, the researcher does not do the research to test a specific 

hypothesis (David & Sutton 2004). In semi-structured interviews, the researcher usually has a list 

of key themes, issues, questions to be covered. In other words, semi-structured interviews are 

thematic interviews. Corbetta (2003) explains semi-structured interviews as follows: 

The order in which the various topics are dealt with and the wording of the questions are 

left to the interviewer‟s discretion. Within each topic, the interviewer is free to conduct 

the conversation as he thinks fit, to ask the questions he deems appropriate in the words 

he considers best, to give explanation and ask for clarification if the answer is not clear, 

to prompt the respondent to elucidate further if necessary, and to establish his own style 

of conversation. (p. 270) 

The question designs for semi-structured interviews are guided by the themes of the research and 

all questions are open-ended which means there is no right or wrong answers. The aim of using 
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semi-structured interviews is to let the interviewees talk about their own perspectives, opinions, 

and stories on a specific theme. An interview guide is constructed for the research (see Appendix 

A). Additional questions can be asked during interviews according to what the interviewees have 

responded. The researcher conducting semi-structured interviews is freer than conducting a 

structured interview (Kajornboon 2004) because the researcher does not have to adhere to a 

detailed interview guide. The aim of the research is to find out how intercultural communication 

has influenced Chinese immigrants with regard to Hofstede et al.‟s dimensions of national 

cultures: power distance and masculinity versus femininity, within family, school, workplace, 

and the state. The question designs for interviews are categorized into two groups: power 

distance and masculinity versus femininity, and each group consists of four categories: family, 

school, workplace, and the state. The interview questions were designed to find out the current 

ideological thoughts of interviewees, and more detailed questions were asked according to the 

responses of interviewees in order to find out the stories behind it. Some of the questions were 

designed in a way that the interviewees were asked to describe relevant experiences and stories 

instead of purely addressing abstract or big concepts.  

All the interviews were conducted face-to-face. There are a number of advantages to use 

personal interview as research methodology. Personal interview is well suited to the exploration 

of attitudes, values, beliefs and motives (Richardson et al. 1965, Smith 1975). Gordon (1975) 

stated that personal interview provides the opportunity to evaluate the validity of the respondent's 

answers by observing non-verbal indicators, which is particularly useful when discussing 

sensitive issues. Furthermore, it ensures that the respondent is unable to receive assistance from 

others while formulating a response (Bailey 1987). The target group of the research is Chinese 

immigrants in Uppsala and the researcher is studying and living in Uppsala which provides the 

physical distance advantage to conduct face-to-face interviews. Face-to-face interview makes it 

possible for the researcher to dig out more personal stories and the communication is much better 

when you can see gestures and expressions of each other. Under interviews, the researcher can 

notice by expressions which topic is too personal or sensitive to ask further questions; thus, 

awkwardness is avoided by observing the responses of the interviewees.  

The time and place for conducting interviews are decided by negotiating with interviewees. For 

those that are working in Chinese restaurants and supermarkets, the researcher went directly 

there first and talked with them about the permission to conduct the interviews. If the permission 
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was approved, the researcher would try to book a time with them and those interviews were 

conducted in their workplace (Chinese restaurant and supermarket). The researcher has contacted 

the rest of the interviewees by email, mobile phone or social network websites (mainly 

Facebook). The places for interviews were chosen by the interviewees, but the researcher would 

give some options if the interviewees were not sure where to conduct interviews. The principle to 

choose locations for interviews is that the interviewees would feel comfortable to talk and no 

need to reconsider the environment for the appropriateness of the topic. Three interviews were 

conducted in the interviewees‟ home and one interview was carried out in the cafe on the ground 

floor in Ekonomikum in Uppsala University. The rest three interviews were conducted in cafe. 

Three interviews were not recorded because of technical problems of the recorder, but the 

researcher took notes during the interviews, and these three interviewees are as follows: Kong: 

employee in an IT company, Bing: staff in a Chinese restaurant, and Dan: staff in a Chinese 

supermarket. The rest of interviews were recorded, but not transcribed. All the interviews were 

conducted between 40 minutes to 60 minutes excluding greetings and the researcher‟s personal 

presentation. All the interviews were started with greetings and presentation of the researcher 

which the researcher considered to be essential because the interviewees would become more 

relaxed by greetings. All the interviews were conducted in Chinese and the researcher translated 

into English in the usage of materials. All the interview questions were designed in English, but 

all questions were translated into Chinese to ask the interviewees by the researcher during 

interviews. The notes that were taken by the researcher during the interviews were in Chinese, 

English, and Swedish. The choice of language for notes was determined by the key words that 

were used by the interviewees during the interviews. Some of the interviewees used English and 

Swedish words for some expressions and the researcher would adopt these words in the notes to 

ensure the accuracy of information. Swedish notes are translated into English in the usage of the 

materials in the thesis. The researcher wants to mention here that the researcher has been 

studying Swedish parallel during the stay in Sweden and the researcher has relatively sufficient 

knowledge in Swedish language. 

During the interviews, the researcher let the interviewees to tell their stories without giving any 

hints or interruptions, so the interviewees could formulate their own stories by using their own 

vocabularies. All the interviews were carried out without interruptions except the interview with 

Ning, who is the owner of Chinese restaurant Golden China in Uppsala. One of her employees 
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who supposed to work and serve clients left without leaving any notes and there were a few new 

clients, so she must terminate the interview until her employee came back. It took ten minutes 

and the interview succeeded to continue afterwards. The interruption has not negatively affected 

the interview. 

3.2.4 Participation 

It is worthwhile to note that the researchers and their experiences play an indispensable role in 

social scientific research. In social science research, researchers are warned not to “over involve” 

themselves, or “identify” themselves too much with the respondents (May 2001). Researchers 

(e.g., Deressel & Langreiter 2003) tend to claim that they are objective in social science research 

and carry no cultural and emotional meanings. However, it is unrealistic and impossible to 

entirely detach the researchers from respondents. Howard (1993) stated that settings of priority 

will be changed in accordance with the changes of situations. This implies that in research of 

human behaviors or phenomena, we have to take emotions into account. Constructivists hold the 

opinion that there is no objective reality (Guba & Lincoln 1994). They admit the subjective 

interrelationship between the researcher and the respondents. All in all, it is the researcher who 

designs the research with knowledge that he/she already has, and data collection process is 

essentially involved with interactive and subjective activities. Furthermore, the individual 

involvement in the research subject will give insights for the research. 

The researcher has been living in Uppsala for two and half years and the researcher has 

experienced the acculturation process described by Hofstede et al. (2010) which includes 

euphoria, culture shock, acculturation and stable state in timeline. The participation of the 

researcher in the process has provided invaluable information and better understanding about 

what immigrants must go through in order to acculturate with the Swedish society. From the 

euphoria in the beginning to confusion to adapting to the social and cultural norms in Sweden, 

the process is in association with psychological and ideological changes of opinions, ideas, and 

values. During the stay, the researcher has made efforts to get to know the Swedish culture by 

socializing with local people, taking Swedish language courses, and consuming Swedish cultural 

products (books, newspaper, radio, TV, etc.). In addition, cultural discussions about differences 

between China and Sweden with both Swedes and Chinese are filled with everyday life and 

those discussions are giving many insights for the research. 
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3.3 Data Analyses 

The research is a qualitative study and the research can therefore not be generalized. The purpose 

of the research is to find different patterns in their beliefs among the respondents. The former 

section has described clearly that semi-structured interview is the main methodology of the 

research which implies that all interview questions are open-ended. In data analysis, the 

researcher used notes that the researcher did under interviews, and recordings. Since all 

interviews are between 40 to 60 minutes, it is difficult to transcribe all the recordings. Thus, the 

author has listened to the recordings and selected out the information corresponding to interview 

questions. All responses have been categorized to fit in interview questions in order to find 

patterns. If the researcher were facing ambiguities for the materials, the researcher always went 

back to the recordings; for those three that had not been recorded, the researcher used notes. 

3.4 Discussion: reflexivity 

In social science research, no researcher can step out of the research as natural scientists can and 

all social science researches are somehow influenced by researchers‟ backgrounds. The use of 

the term reflexivity in general research discussions assumes that the research should engage in 

continuous self-critique and self-appraisal and explain how his or her own experience has or has 

not influenced the stages of the research process (Koch and Harrington 1998).  

In this research, the researcher may not be part of the target group of the research, but with two 

and half years‟ stay in Uppsala, the researcher has been constantly affected by the Swedish 

culture by the daily intercultural communication. In addition, the acculturation process has no set 

time which indicates that the time for acculturation depends on the competence of individuals. It 

is unavoidable that the research is influenced by the researcher‟s personal experience and 

background. As part of the Chinese immigrants group, there may be in-group identity. The 

already exist cultural influence could possibly lead to in-group bias. But there are positive sides 

as well. To be part of the group the researcher can understand better what issues Chinese 

immigrants are facing in Sweden. Furthermore, the common mother tongue is a big advantage to 

conduct the interviews and it reduces the risks for language difficulties. 

In social science research, no research can be claimed to be absolutely objective because 

researchers are living in the society and are part of the social activities. It is important to 
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understand the standpoint of the researchers in social scientific research and to recognize the 

potential limits of the in-group identity, but the positive sides should be seen as well. 

4 Analyses 

In this part, the analyses will be presented. The structure of the analyses will adopt the same 

structure of the theories: power distance and masculinity versus femininity. In each section, same 

categories are adopted from the theories: family, school, workplace, and the state.  

4.1 Power Distance 

4.1.1 Family 

Hofstede et al (2010) stated in the book Cultures and Organizations: Software of the Mind that 

most people in the world are born in families and all people start to acquire their mental 

programming immediately after birth. It is in the family that people start their first social activity 

and learn how we people should behave ourselves appropriately in the society. In the large-

power-distance situations, “children are expected to be obedient toward their parents” (ibid, 

p.67). Children are raised up to be obedient to their parents and obedience of children is a quality 

that is highly valued by the family and relatives. “Respect for parents and other elders is 

considered a basic virtue; children see others showing such respect and soon require it 

themselves” (ibid, p. 67). In the small-power-distance situations, “children are more or less 

treated as equals as soon as they are able to act, and this may already be visible in the way a baby 

is handled in its bath” (ibid, p.67). Children in these societies are not expected to be obedient, but 

responsible for themselves instead. 

Regarding parent-child relationship, Kong, a twenty-nine-year-old respondent who has been 

living in Sweden for six years and works as an engineer at a Swedish IT company and is the 

mother of a three-year-old boy, said: 

“My son is three years old and when we are going to do something, I always ask his opinion if 

he wants to do it or not. I don't want to push him to do something and I want him to be conscious 

as well that I am not a „tiger mother‟. I think it is very important to teach him from an early age 

to be responsible for himself because I will not be by his side for all his life. I don't expect that he 

will listen to what I say all the time, because even he is a small child now, he is a person which 
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means that he has his own ideas. I don't consider it as a bad thing if he disagrees with something; 

on the contrary, I think it is good instead, because that means he can think independently.” 

Same opinion is shared by some of other interviewees, for example, Lin, who is 29 years old, a 

master student at Uppsala University and has been living in Sweden for six years. She described 

the relationship as: 

“Children should not be controlled, but released instead. There should be more mutual 

understanding. I as a parent should give more suggestions, not orders. The capacity to think 

independently is super important for my children and that is something I will teach them first 

from an early age. I grew up in a family that both my parents were control-minded and I know 

how it feels, so I don't want to do the same to my children.” 

Ping, a fifty-six-year-old respondent who is the eldest interviewee in the research and who has 

been living in Sweden for 12 years, differently with the rest of the interviewees, said: “children 

should be obedient to their parents. The relationship between parents and children is based on 

love. As a parent, I will not say or do anything that is bad for my children”. 

It is worthwhile to point it out that the Chinese cultural roots cannot be denied in the family 

relationships. The parent-child relationship, as Yan & Sorenson (2004) interpreted, is “one of the 

most emphasized relationships in Confucian philosophy” (p.9). The relationship contains that 

“children serve their parents with filial piety and submission (xiao), and parents treat their 

children with kindness and care (ci)” (ibid, p.9) and the filial piety is “is displayed by high levels 

of devotion including affection, respect, duty, and obedience” (ibid, p.9). To respectfully address 

parents, elder relatives, or even parents‟ friends is seen as a “must” for children. It is 

disrespectful to address parents, elder relatives, and parents‟ friends with their names, or more 

strictly saying, it is not allowed. Of the twelve interviews, none of interviewees would think it is 

appropriate for children to address them with their names. Pin, a twenty-eight-year-old 

respondent who has been living in Sweden for 12 years and currently PhD in chemistry at 

Uppsala University, said that “it feels really weird if I call my parents with their names and it 

feels distanced as well; I have never done that and I will not do it either”. With regard to this, 

Kong said that “children should call their parents with mamma or papa, not their names. We 

have the image in our mind already and this cannot be changed, at least in my generation”.  
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Ning, a forty-five-year-old respondent who has been living in Sweden for 24 years and is the 

owner of the Chinese restaurant Golden China in Uppsala, thinks that the parent-child should be 

a discussing and negotiating relationship. The reason as she explained by herself: 

“Parents are elder, but that doesn't mean that they have the truth. My relationship with my 

parents is changing with time and I think parent-child relationship should be like this. Before I 

turned 18 years old, I had a curfew. If my parents said that I must be home before nine in the 

evening, then I must do it. We had strict rules in my family when I was small. After I became 18, 

there was no curfew anymore. I asked advice from them sometimes. Now it is the opposite way, 

my parents ask me for suggestions when they need to make decisions.” 

An essential part of filial piety is to take care of parents when they get old. In large-power-

distance cultures, “children are a source of old-age security to parents” (Hofstede et al. 2010, 

p.72). On the contrary, in small-power-distance cultures, “children play no role in old-age 

security to parent” (ibid, p.72). In collectivistic China, it is a tradition to take care of parents 

when they are in old-age. In the interviews, two different patterns were found according to the 

responses of interviewees. Three of the twelve interviewees hold the opinion that they will 

completely take care of parents when they get old. For example, Jonny, who is 17 years old 

which makes him the youngest interviewee in the research, has been living in Sweden for six 

years and is a high school student in Katedralskolan in Uppsala, said: 

“I will take care of my parents when they get old. I can leave them in the care center (äldre 

boende in Swedish), but I think old people are bad treated there. In our social practice course, I 

worked a few times in the care center for old people and I find out how they treat old people in 

Sweden is very scary. Once there was one old guy who was locked in his room with glass door in 

the care center and he wanted to go out. He shook and hit the door and screamed “let me out” 

for a long time. I wanted to open the door for him because I had the keys, but my friends warned 

me “are you crazy?!” I can never forget the scene. After that I knew that I would never send my 

parents to the care center.” 

The other pattern which is agreed by the rest nine interviewees is to try their best to help their 

parents, but it is important to have their own space and they don't consider it as a choice to live 

together with parents. Kong used inappropriate and uncomfortable to describe the feeling if she 

had to live with her parents. Ping would not consider to live with her daughter either. She is a 
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believer of Protestant and she explained that “Jesus told us that you should be on your own and 

move away from your parents after you get married. It is good to have her beside to help me, but 

I will not live together with her and her family.” 

4.1.2 School 

In school, the role pair parent-child is replaced by the role pair teacher-student. In most societies 

today, children will go to school for some years. Hofstede et al. (2010) stated that “in school the 

child further develops his or her mental programming. Teachers and classmates inculcate 

additional values, being part of a culture that honors these values” (p.69). In large-power-

distance situations, students should show their respects to teachers, even out of school. “The 

educational process is teacher centered; teachers outline the intellectual paths to be followed” 

(ibid, p.69). The quality of learning is decided by the excellence of teachers. In small-power-

distance situations, the relationship between teachers and students is as equal as the relationship 

between parents and children. Two-way communication is valued in such a system. 

It is noticeable that all the interviewees prefer the Swedish educational system, but there are 

differences in describing the relationship between teacher and students. Mao, a thirty-year-old 

respondent who has been living in Sweden for 14 years and is a researcher in biomedicine in 

Uppsala University, said: “the relationship should be equal. It is terrible if students are afraid of 

teachers and it will affect the learning result as well”. Another opinion is that the relationship is 

impossible to be equal, but teachers are not higher either. Pin held this opinion and she said: 

“I don't believe in complete equality and I don't think teachers are higher either. I think the 

Chinese way of teacher-student relationship is scary. I studied in China until I was fourteen 

years old so I know how it feels in China. I like the Swedish way, but sometimes I think it is a bit 

too much. I think it is wrong to talk on mobile phone or eat food during lectures, or even leave 

the classroom in the middle of the lectures. But these all have happened in my class. You don't 

need to do it in the Chinese way, but there should be a bottom line.” 

The last opinion regarding the teacher-student relationship was held by Ping and she claimed that 

students should respect teachers. She believes in the Chinese saying “严师出高徒 (yan shi chu 

gao tu) which literally means that “outstanding students are trained by strict teachers”. 
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The different opinions can be explained by the goal of education in Sweden and the basis of 

Chinese educational system. The “fundamental values” in Swedish educational system is 

described by Ministry of Education and Science in Sweden (2002) as “the inviolability of human 

life, individual freedom and integrity, the equal value of all people, equality between women and 

men and solidarity with the weak and vulnerable are all values that the school should represent 

and impart” (p. 5). The “fundamental values” in Chinese educational system, on the other hand, 

is based on Confucianism‟s hierarchical ideology and students in such an educational system are 

taught to accept the idea that “the ruled is expected to be submissive to the ruler, while the ruler 

is expected to be kind and caring to the ruled, almost like the relationship of father and son” (Tu 

1998b, p.10).  

Regarding teacher-centered or student-centered in the educational process, different opinions 

have come up. Jonny described one of the courses that he has had in Katedralskolan as follows: 

“One course I had in high school was like, our teacher gave out questionnaires and we could 

choose and write down what we want to learn in the course. He did a statistic afterwards and he 

showed us the result during the lectures. Then he made the course plan. I think it is good in this 

way because on one side we can choose what we want to learn. Of course it is difficult to cover 

everything on the list, but there are things that more people have voted. On the other side, it is 

important that students‟ opinions are taken into consideration by teachers. But this way can only 

work for some course, not courses like mathematic anyway.” 

Mao and Pin agreed with this opinion and both of them moved to Sweden when they were 

around 14 or 15 years old. It is shown in the result that those who have had basic education both 

in China and in Sweden have an in depth understanding of the educational system of both 

countries. 

There are differences in how to value the role of teachers and students in relation to the quality of 

learning. In large-power-distance countries, such as China, the quality of learning is highly 

dependent on the excellence of teachers (Hofstede et al. 2010). In small-power-distance countries, 

“the entire system is based on the students‟ well-developed need for independence; the quality of 

learning is to a considerable extent determined by the excellence of the students” (ibid, p.70). 

Regarding the role of teachers and students in quality of learning, Jonny appreciates the 

excellence of teachers and at the same time, he thinks the initiatives of students are more 
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important. As he explained: “the learning is primarily a process for students to learn new 

knowledge, not for teachers to learn new knowledge. No matter how excellent teachers are, if 

students don't make enough efforts, the result will not be good either”. Ning provided a story 

which also partly explained the value differences between Swedish and Chinese education 

system. 

“I still can remember clearly when I took biology course in Komvux (education center for adults) 

where I re-did all my high school courses. I finished high school already in China, but not 

university, I still haven‟t studied in university now. We all learned in biology course that 

Darwin‟s theory of evolution is the true law of the nature and we human beings evolved from the 

ape, and I believed in it. The course I took opened a new world for me. The course literatures 

and materials that I got from that course included not only Darwin‟s theory of evolution, but 

also the theory from the Bible, the theory from the Buddhism, the Big Bang Theory, and some 

latest research. It was so new for me and I spent so much time to read and search for materials. 

There were materials about the limitations of Darwin‟s theory of evolution and these were 

something you never learn in school in China. You don't need to be excellent in teaching, but you 

need to ensure that the teaching is comprehensive, not biased. And discussion should be included 

in the teaching. I found it more interesting to learn in this way.” 

Huang, a thirty-five-year-old respondent who has been living in Sweden for ten years and 

currently working in an IT company, criticized Chinese education system for only teaching 

students how to do instead of how to learn. He received education in China until he finished 

bachelor studies and moved to Sweden for further education and stayed successfully afterwards. 

He believes that the Chinese education system is ruining the whole country and the wrong value 

of the system is destroying the creativity of the young generations.  

4.1.3 The Workplace 

It is explained by Hofstede et al. (2010) that most of people will start their working lives as a 

young adult after one has gone through all the learning experience of norms and ideas in the 

family and school. In the workplace, the role pairs parent-child and teacher-student will be 

replaced by role pair boss-subordinate, and “it should not surprise anybody when attitudes 

toward parents, especially fathers, and toward teachers, which are part of our mental 

programming, are transferred toward bosses” (ibid, p.73).  
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One key difference between large-power-distance and small-power-distance societies in 

workplace is people‟s attitude toward hierarchy. In large-power-distance societies, hierarchy is 

seen as a symbol that reflects the existential classes between higher and lower levels. In such a 

system, corporate culture is based on hierarchy and privileges and status symbols are highly 

valued and popular. In accordance with hierarchy, the salary gap is big in the organizations from 

the top to the bottom. In small-power-distance societies, equality is valued in workplace. 

Hierarchy is not seen as part of the corporate culture. The salary difference is small in 

organizations in small-power-distance societies. Huang, who has worked in China for two years 

after he finished bachelor studies, gave his comments on differences of corporate cultures 

between China and Sweden: 

“I think sometimes it felt depressing in my office when I was working in China; especially it was 

a state-owned company. There were strict rules that everyone must follow and I must show my 

respect to my boss in any circumstances. We didn't even take the same elevator with people that 

were in the top management group. It is very important to address my boss with its position, like 

„manager‟. Once, she criticized one of my colleagues and my colleague cried in the office, and it 

felt so unpleasant. My boss was the kind of person that said everything straight to your face. 

After I finished my study in Sweden, I started to work in the company I am working now. I enjoy 

pretty good so I haven‟t thought about to change yet. The culture in the company is completely 

different. We don't address people with their position, but with their names. Sweden is a country 

that doesn‟t have so much difference among different classes. I could talk with the big boss of the 

company without showing extra respect. You are a boss and that means you are working with 

strategies for companies and you earn a bit more money than others, not that much more. If you 

want to become rich, you must start your own company.” 

Ping, who had worked for the Chinese authorities and owned her own company before she 

moved to Sweden, held a different opinion and she believes in the Chinese saying “没有规矩不

成方圆 (méi yǒu guī jǔ bù chéng fāng yuán)” which means “nothing can be accomplished 

without norms or standards”. She thinks that it is the standard that subordinates expect to be told 

what to do and she thinks that it is important that all the rules are followed by employees in the 

company. In addition, she thinks that “privileges should be something that everyone expects, if 

there is no privilege, how you are going to have motivations”. 
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Ping‟s dotter Pin has a different perception of corporate culture compared with her mother. 

During her study in university, she took a break and worked in a company for a half year due to 

tiredness of school. In her opinion, privileges should not exist in organizations. As Holmberg & 

Åkerblom (2007) stated that “some privileges are allocated to senior managerial levels such as 

special parking places or bigger offices” (p. 46), but at work, “eating places are generally not 

separated depending on working position” (ibid, p.46). Pin described her work experience as: 

“I worked in a small group and we had five people: one group leader and four workers. I was 

one of the workers. I had a lot of fun during that half year and I got my task from the group 

leader each week. There would be spontaneous work coming in as well during the week. My 

group leader was really nice and I didn't have the feeling at all that she was a bit higher than me 

with status because she was the group leader. The only difference between us was that she got a 

bit more salary than me.” 

In large-power-distance societies, “workers are relatively uneducated, and manual work has a 

much lower status than office work” (Hofstede et al. 2010, p.73). On the contrary, in small-

power-distance societies, “workers are highly qualified, and high-skill manual work has a higher 

status than low-skill office work” (ibid, p.74). Pin said that, “no matter you work as white-collar 

or blue-collar, your social status is the same, but the value you create is different”. Kong, a 

respondent who has studied in the best university in China, said that, “our society needs all kinds 

of jobs, so everyone is equal without considering educational background. We need cleaners to 

clean the streets and workplace; otherwise the environment is not comfortable enough to live 

anymore”. The same opinion is shared by Ping, the eldest respondent in the research. She thinks 

the way that farmers and migrant workers are looked upon in China is abnormal, and the reason 

as she explains that, “if there was no farmers, there would not be food on the table; if there was 

no migrants, who are going to build our home and keep our city clean”. Ning held a complete 

different opinion compared with other respondents and in her opinion, the absolute equality of 

the society is just an ideal situation, “it is like communism which is just a dream of human beings, 

do you think it is possible to reach a communist society someday? I don't believe in communism 

or equality of people or society, as long as there is people on this planet, class will exist”.  

4.1.4 The State 
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Power distance and the state explain the relationship between authorities and citizens. It is 

essential to understand the authority-citizen relationship because “ways of handling power in a 

country tend to be rooted in the beliefs of large sectors of the population as to the proper ways 

for authorities to behave” (ibid, p.76). “A desire for status consistency is typical for large-power-

distance cultures. In such cultures the people who hold power are entitled to privileges and are 

expected by symbolic behavior that makes them look as powerful as possible” (ibid, p.77). In 

small-power-distance countries, “status symbols for powerful people are suspect, and leaders 

may enhance their informal status by renouncing formal symbols (for example, taking the 

streetcar to work)” (ibid, p.78). Regarding privileges, Xiaolan, a thirty-eight-year-old respondent 

who has been living in Sweden for eight years and currently working in a Chinese supermarket, 

said that, “privilege is something that should not exist, but in reality, it is impossible to get rid of 

it. Privilege is one of the driven powers that lead people to become greedy. We people should be 

the same, have the same rights and so on”. Pin used “depending on circumstances” to respond to 

privileges and she explained: 

“One cannot think only one-sided; I think we all should try to think comprehensively. I think 

„privilege‟ has become a negative word already and I agree with that. In reality, privileges are 

sometimes acceptable and reasonable. For example, if the Swedish Prime Minister has a good 

car with bodyguards, I think it is normal and acceptable because it is a tough job. But if you say 

that they have the privilege to commit a crime without being punished, then absolutely not. 

Everyone should be equal in front of law.” 

Pin‟s mother Ping conceived a reverse perception of “privilege”. She worked for the authorities 

in China before and she had experience to do things with privileges. In her opinion, privileges 

should be desired and the powerful should have privileges. Ideologically, Ping believes that it is 

people‟s desire to an upper class that stimulates the society to develop forward. In addition, she 

believes that it is the top leaders of the country who make the rules for the country. Thus, in her 

opinion, it is through changing the people on the top to ensure the success of the political reform. 

Pye (1985) stated that “in most cultures the idea of revolution is associated with the shattering of 

authority so as to liberate people and provide greater freedom. In China the slogan of „complete 

the revolution‟ has always been directed toward creating a stronger, more enveloping authority” 

(p.189). However, other respondents tend to agree with to change the rules. Mao emphasized the 

risk of not changing the rules: “we all are people and we all have the dark side. You cannot think 
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clearly in some periods even though you think you can. To change the rules is the only way to 

carry out political reform because it is only through laws that people can be ruled. The 

probability to commit a crime becomes bigger if you have more power”. Lin highlighted the 

importance of a sound law system to the stability of a country:  

“No matter in which development step one country is, it is true that a sound law system is the 

basis for the stability of a country. But of course, the law should be independent from politics 

and be strictly followed by all citizens. Why the Swedish society is so stable, one main reason in 

my opinion is that there is a sound law system in Sweden. If you commit a crime, you will be 

punished by the law accordingly. No exceptions! Chinese government wants to learn the Swedish 

model actually, but the Swedish model is not about to copy only. There are ideologies that 

cannot be copied and Chinese government needs to find out its own problem first. Many barriers 

are in the way: hierarchy, law systems…” 

Under interview, Lin criticized the big income gap in China. “It is very abnormal that the 

income gap is generally more than ten times, or sometimes even twenty or thirty times. The 

income gap is one of the main reasons to cause instability in China now. The officials are not 

long-sighted enough and no effective solutions are taken to redistribute the income differences”. 

According to Hofstede et al. (2010), incomes in large-power-distance countries are “very 

unequally distributed, with a few very rich people and many very poor people. Moreover, 

taxation protects the wealthy, so that incomes after taxes can be even more unequal than before 

taxes” (p.77-78). In small-power-distance countries, on the other hand, “incomes are less 

unequally distributed than in large-power-distance countries. Taxation serves to redistribute 

income, making incomes after taxes less unequal than before” (ibid, p.78). All respondents 

declared that the income differences should be controlled within a reasonable interval. Ning said 

that: “if the income gap cross the bottom line, there will be a series of problems coming up. It is 

natural that no one wants to live a life without quality”. Bing, a forty-year-old respondent who 

has been living in Sweden for fifteen years and working as cook in a Chinese restaurant, said that: 

“if I work as a cook in China, I probably cannot earn that much money. In Sweden, my salary is 

not so bad compared with these working in the offices”.  

4.2 Masculinity versus Femininity 
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4.2.1 Family 

In most of the families in the society, two unequal but complementary role pairs are contained: 

parent-child and husband-wife. The role pair parent-child has been presented in the power 

distance section. In this section, the relationship between husband and wife will be reflected by 

the dimension masculinity versus femininity. Hofstede et al. (2010) contended that family is the 

place where most people received their first socialization, and socialization means that “both 

girls and boys learn their place in society, and once they have learned, the majority of them want 

it that way” (p.151). In masculine countries with large power distance in which China is one of 

the examples, “inequality between fathers‟ and mothers‟ roles (father tough, mother less tough) 

is a societal norm. Men are supposed to deal with facts, women with feelings” (ibid, p.151). 

However, in feminine countries with small power distance in which Sweden is one of the 

examples, “the norm is for mothers and fathers not to dominate and for them both to be 

concerned with relationships, with the quality of life, with facts, and with feelings, setting an 

example of a relative equality of gender roles in the family context” (ibid, p.152-153). In Chinese 

culture, women have a submissive role in husband-wife relationship. Yan & Sorenson (2004) 

stated that “in general, wives are expected to show submission to husbands, and husbands are 

expected to show care and kindness to their wives” (p.10). This is agreed by respondent Ping 

who is the eldest interviewee in the research and she said that, “there are divisions of roles in the 

family and men should be tough and work hard to support the family. Women should do more 

family work and take care of children. Men are too careless sometimes and women are better 

with detail-focused housework. It works really well in my family”. Ping‟s daughter Pin who has 

received education both in Sweden and in China held a different perspective compared with her 

mother: 

“In Sweden, it is very difficult to support the family if only one works. I don't think my fiancé‟s 

salary is enough to support the whole family, so I must have an earning as well. It would be 

boring for me as well if I stay at home only. But I would like to find a job that is easier to handle 

after I get married and plan to have children. I want to stay a bit more at home. Both parents 

should educate children at home and I think it is sad if the role of father is missing. Father 

should earn money to support the family and that is right, but father as the man of the family, he 

should be there all the time for children. You need to show to the children that you love them.” 
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Lin, a female respondent who is studying in Uppsala University now, held an opinion that the 

division of roles in the family should not be divided by gender instead of what one is good at, 

“In my family, I want to build up an ideal that the care-taking of the family is not divided by 

gender. Of course, some work have high requirement on strength, for example to lift up 

something that is very heavy, then I think men in the family should do it. But it is the idea and I 

believe that most of housework doesn‟t require that much strength. My ex-boyfriend is good at 

organizing trivial things and he does better laundry than me, so it was him doing laundry when 

we were living together. I want to raise children for us, not only for myself. That means we both 

need to take care of children. In my mind, it is a beautiful picture that the whole family goes out 

for a picnic.” 

Xiaolan, a respondent working in Chinese supermarket, believes that the mothers‟ role is more 

important for children in their growing-ups. Ho (1987) stated that “the father was not expected to 

have much to do with the care of infants or young children; that was within the province of the 

mother and other women” (p.230).  

In the book Cultures and Organizations: Software of the Mind, Hofstede et al. (2010) stated that 

there are different standards on husband and boyfriend between masculine cultures and feminine 

cultures. In masculine cultures, “husbands should be healthy, wealthy, and understanding, while 

boyfriends should exhibit personality, affection, intelligence, and a sense of humor” (ibid, p.154). 

This indicates that boyfriend is seen as the symbol of love and husband is seen as the symbol of 

family in masculine cultures. However, in feminine cultures, no such difference exists. Love and 

family are not seen as separate in feminine cultures. It is worthwhile to mention that all seven 

female interviewees in the research don't separate boyfriends with husbands and their intentions 

for boyfriends are with the hope to become their husbands. Kong, a twenty-nine-year-old 

respondent who is mother to a three-year-old boy, said, “it totally depends on the chemistry with 

the man for me. I know my feelings after I get to know them and I don't really have pre-set 

expectations on them”. For Mao, “everything happens just naturally. I don't like to push and I 

don't like to be pushed either. I got married last summer and with my husband, we didn't really 

plan for a bright future in the beginning. The feeling is right and then everything just happened 

step by step”. 

4.2.2 School 
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According to Hofstede et al. (2010), in masculine cultures, teachers tend to openly praise good 

students and best students are the norm. In feminine cultures, however, teachers will rather praise 

weaker students in order to encourage them. Another difference in education between masculine 

and feminine cultures is consciousness of competition among students in school. In masculine 

cultures, “students try to make themselves visible in class and compete openly with each other” 

(ibid, p.160). In feminine cultures, “assertive behavior and attempts at excelling are easily 

ridiculed. Excellence is something one keeps to oneself; it easily leads to jealousy” (ibid, p.160). 

It is clearly noticeable that Scandinavian countries are feminine and it is explained by Hofstede 

et al. (2010) that “in the feminine Scandinavian countries, people call their own attitude in this 

regard to the Law of Jante (Janteloven)” (p. 160). English translation of Law of Jante (Jantelagen 

in Swedish) is included in the book Cultures and Organizations: Software of the Mind: 

You should not believe that you are anything 

You should not believe that you are just as much as us 

You should not believe that you are wiser than us 

You should not believe that you are better than us 

You should not believe that you know more than we do 

You should not believe that you are more than we are 

You should not believe that you are good at anything 

You should not laugh at us 

You should not think that anybody likes you 

You should not think you can teach us anything. (ibid, p.160) 

(Note: the researcher changed the format in consideration of the precision of the translation) 

 

Law of Jante (Jantelagen) in Swedish is as follows: 

 

Du skall inte tro att du är något. 

Du skall inte tro att du är lika god som vi. 

Du skall inte tro att du är klokare än vi. 

Du skall inte inbilla dig att du är bättre än vi. 

Du skall inte tro att du vet mer än vi. 

Du skall inte tro att du är förmer än vi. 
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Du skall inte tro att du duger till något. 

Du skall inte skratta åt oss. 

Du skall inte tro att någon bryr sig om dig. 

Du skall inte tro att du kan lära oss något.
7
 

 

Birkinshaw (2002) stated that “in Sweden, by contrast, children are expected to be average 

(lagom in Swedish) and the school system damps down any naturally competitive instincts they 

may have” (p.12). However, school performance is very important for both Chinese students and 

Chinese parents and students are expected to achieve best in school. Kong, who has been the best 

student in her class during basic education and graduated from the best university in China, 

expressed her opinions on school norms, “everyone is born with distinct and every student 

should be treated the same. A good grade cannot decide future. It is just to follow the nature of 

the children. It is not necessary to push children to get the best grade in school”. Lin, a 

respondent with education from both China and Sweden, said, “the education system should 

arouse students‟ potentials and it is vital to teach students to have the consciousness of 

competition because competition can arouse and enlarge a person‟s capacity. But teachers 

should treat student equally. You cannot do that much for good students because they are good 

already, but there is quite a lot space for weaker students”. Huang emphasized the importance of 

teachers‟ praise for weaker students and he gave the credit to one teacher in primary school that 

he could catch up with school, “I think it was in fourth grade in primary school and I had bad 

grade in primary school all the time. But this was changed one day that I was praised by a 

teacher during the class. It felt that I never had so much motivation and this made me to be one 

of the top students in the class. Afterwards, I was actually a top student in middle school, high 

school, and even in university”. 

A few interviewees in the research mentioned terrible memories of teachers from education in 

China because of harshness of teachers while this did not happen in schools in Sweden. Criteria 

for evaluating both teachers and students differ between masculine and feminine cultures 

(Hofstede et al. 2010). In masculine cultures, “teachers‟ brilliance and academic reputation and 

students‟ academic performance are the dominant factors” (ibid, p.162). Nevertheless, in 

feminine cultures, “teachers‟ friendliness and social skills and students‟ social adaptation play a 

                                                           
7
 http://sv.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jantelagen 
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bigger role” (ibid, p.162). Pin, a respondent who has been living in Sweden for twelve years, said, 

“in basic education, even under bachelor studies, teachers‟ personality and patience are more 

important. In these periods, teachers‟ teaching method is more important than teachers‟ ability 

because I believe that teachers‟ ability is much better than the knowledge that is required in 

these periods”. A few interviewees underlined the importance for teachers to be able to arouse 

students‟ interest to learn. Kong believes that the aim of education is to arouse students‟ interest 

and teach students how to learn instead of simply to transfer knowledge. Ning, a respondent who 

has been living in Sweden for 24 years, holds the opinion that brilliance in teachers should be 

appreciated which can motivate students to learn, but an appropriate personality is vital for the 

role to be a teacher, “when we are in primary school or middle school, many behaviors we learn 

from teachers”. Gao & Watkins (2001) stated that “teacher is a model both of knowledge and 

morality” (p.446). This is agreed by Lin, 

“In general, teacher is a career with high requirement on morality and at the same time to be 

capable to transfer knowledge with good teaching methods and arouse students‟ interest. They 

must be capable and have a strong sense of responsibility. Not everyone fits the role to be a 

teacher. Many teachers fail on the side of being a model for students in China. Teachers should 

be aware that their jobs consist of not only to transfer knowledge, but also to be a model as a 

person for students.” 

Hofstede et al. (2010) contended that “in masculine countries, job choices by students are 

strongly guided by perceived career opportunities, while in feminine countries, students‟ intrinsic 

interest in the subject plays a bigger role” (p.162). Jonny, the youngest interviewee in the 

research who is in the final year of high school in Katedralskolan, said, 

“I will check out the forecasting list that the rektor (principal in English) will give us and choose 

the top ones on the list that I am interested in. I don't want to be jobless after I finish higher 

education. You never know what the job market will be in five years. The jobs that are popular 

now will probably switch to the cold side five years later.” 

The perspective to have a balance between perceived career opportunities and students‟ intrinsic 

interest is held by a few other respondents. Pin gave an example of her high school friends, 

“I was very interested in film in high school and the requirement was high to get a place in film 

subject as well. But I knew that it would be difficult to get a job afterwards, so I chose biology in 
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the end for the reason to be secure. I have some friends that studied film subject and it is super 

difficult to get a job for them now. The Swedish film industry is quite small and Swedes don't 

really watch Swedish movies. So what you can do? Interest is not enough in this circumstance.” 

A complete different opinion is held by Ping, the eldest respondent in the research, and she used 

absolute to describe that further education should be based on students‟ intrinsic interest, 

“It should absolutely depend on personal interest. If you don't have interest, then you cannot be 

creative. On one side, 计划赶不上变化(ji hua gan bu shang bian hua, meaning: plan cannot 

catch up with change); on the other side, if you are interested in the subject, then you can 

become excellent in that area. To do a job with excellence, no matter in which career, is an 

honor. Obama‟s hairdresser is good. Because he/she is interested in it and he/she is working for 

Obama in the White House. That is an honor as well.” 

4.2.3 The Workplace 

Two management styles are presented by Hofstede et al. (2010) in the book Cultures and 

Organizations: Software of the Mind: manége (a place where horses are drilled) and ménage 

(household). These two different management styles set different requirements on managers. In 

masculine cultures, manége is applied and managers in these cultures are expected to be decisive 

and aggressive. However, in feminine cultures, ménage is adopted and intuition and consensus 

are popular. Managers are expected to strive for consensus in organizations and subordinates are 

expected to be consulted by managers. China as a masculine country, it is shown by research 

conducted by Pun et al. (2000) that in Chinese organizations, “it is rather rare for them to 

encourage employee empowerment and promote self-management practices in their 

organizations” (p.333). Graf et al. (1991) found in the study that Chinese managers had a high 

degree of desire to be consulted by subordinates in decision making. Sweden as the most 

feminine country, on the contrary, according to Källström (1995), the Swedish management is 

founded on the ability to create consensus and commitment for a certain communicated vision. 

Jonny, the youngest respondent in the research, described a good manager as both decisive and 

striving for consensus, “a good manager should consult subordinates for suggestions because it 

is good to listen opinions from different sides, then you can balance and make your own decision. 

A good manager should not rely on subordinates”.  
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A few respondents have showed their preference for Swedish management during research 

interviews. Huang, a respondent who has work experience from both Sweden and China, 

emphasized the importance of employee‟s involvement in companies‟ development and decision 

making, “employees‟ involvement in companies‟ development can arouse employees‟ interest in 

the future plan of development, it is not „none of my business‟ anymore, but I feel engaged 

instead, even I play a small role in the process. But more important is that I feel I am being 

listened. This is a big difference in corporate culture between Sweden and China. I could not feel 

the same way as it in China”. Pin set different standards for managers depending on the size of 

the organizations, “managers in small companies must be decisive and assertive because you are 

striving for the survival and profitability of the company, and most small companies are private 

companies and they are supposed to make decision for themselves. But in big companies, like 

Ericsson, the involvement of employees is important because they feel that they are part of it, and 

they are motivated to conduct their tasks to the best”. Lin underlined the encouragement and 

tutoring of managers and she gave credit to her father‟s company that she has the picture of ideal 

company for her, 

“My father works for the People‟s Bank of China, like Riksbanken in Sweden. Strictly speaking, 

it is not a company, a governmental department instead. He complained a lot at home about job, 

but he cannot change anything either, because only bosses make decisions. I didn't know there is 

other ways of management until in university by reading books. But the idea was quite abstract, 

not concrete. This was changed after I got my first job in Sweden, although I didn't work there 

for a long time. However, it is enough for me to get to know the differences in management 

among different countries, at least between China and Sweden”. 

In how to handle conflicts, in masculine cultures, the solution tends to let the strongest win, 

while people in feminine cultures prefer to solve conflicts by compromise and negotiation 

(Hofstede et al. 2010). All respondents stressed on compromising and negotiation in the 

interviews. Ning, the owner of the Chinese restaurant Golden China in Uppsala, emphasized the 

importance of a harmonious work environment that everyone enjoys. Under interview, one of her 

employees who was supposed to serve clients left for ten minutes without leaving note and the 

interview was interrupted due to coming of clients. She did not show negative emotions to him 

after he came back and she explained it as not a big deal. Mao, researcher in Uppsala University, 

said, “the right value is here, and first it should be decided by right and wrong, not you are in 
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higher position than me. How uncomfortable it will be to let you win only because you are in 

higher position”.  

In masculine cultures, people tend to perceive the perception to prefer more money in the 

balance between leisure time and more money. Nonetheless, people in feminine cultures show 

preference for more leisure time (ibid). In addition, people in masculine cultures generally 

believe that people live in order to work, while people in feminine cultures choose the opposite 

way that people work in order to live. Huang told a story to show his preference, 

“I read a report on newspaper about Chinese immigrants in Sweden and one immigrant said „we 

Chinese are born to work‟ in the report, I was shocked because I always think that a job is just a 

way to support you to survive. I talked about that with a friend of mine and he said that it is a 

typical image of Chinese, you are too lazy. That probably is just a joke, but I can‟t believe that 

he/she in the report said it.” 

A few respondents used the Swedish word “lagom” to describe the preference for more money 

and work or more leisure time. Mao said in the interview that “I want lagom fun, lagom money, 

and lagom work”. The respondent Kong said, 

“We have learned in school in China to against hedonism and money worship because we have 

the tradition to be thrifty, but what‟s wrong to be hedonism and money worship? I would not say 

that I am a money-oriented person, but I need lagom enough money. No one wants to a member 

of the bottom class in the society. Hedonism sounds a bit negative or probably I am still 

influenced by the pre-settled idea in my mind, but I don't think it is wrong, and everyone has its 

own standard. You only live once, why bother to work too much?” 

4.2.4 The State 

The influence of national value patterns are present not only in the minds of ordinary citizens, 

but also in those of political leaders that grow up in the culture. “Politicians translate values 

dominant in countries into political priorities and the latter are most clearly visible in the 

composition of national government budgets” (ibid, p.170). The masculinity-femininity 

dimension affects priorities in three areas: “solidarity with the weak versus reward for the strong; 

aid to poor countries versus investing in armaments; protection of the environment versus 

economic growth” (ibid, p.170). In masculine countries, the society is focused on performance 
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and the strong should be rewarded. In feminine countries, the society is concentrated on welfare 

and providing a minimum quality of life for everyone; the needy of the society should be helped. 

Pin expressed her opinion, 

“It is very important that the society and government help those people that need to be helped. It 

is related to the distribution of resources in the society. Unreasonable distribution of resources 

and wealth will cause big problems for the society. People‟s hatred to rich people in China is a 

good example. After you get rich, you will find more channels to earn more money. That means 

rich people will become richer if things continue to develop in this way. The unfairly distributed 

wealth in the society will cause instability and lack of sense of security for its citizens, and that is 

why so many rich people even middle class in China are immigrating abroad.” 

Same opinion was shared by a few other respondents who all underlined the stability of the 

society. Ning believes that a sustainable society should be needy helped by the strong in different 

ways. “In a country‟s development, it will not last long if there are a big proportion of poor 

people in the country. Of course it depends on the stage of development. Sweden has a big 

proportion of middle class and the income gap is not very big. That is why it can last so long. 

The strong should have the sense of responsibility to help the needy. It is their obligations”. 

Lin, on the other hand, believes that the ideal situation is a combination of masculine culture and 

feminine culture regarding performance or welfare society. “Entrepreneur can create more 

wealth for the society and it is those people that can stimulate the development of economy. If 

economy goes good, that means more available positions will be created by companies. Thus, 

more people will get employed. It is a way to solve some social problems and in return, 

governments will have money to help those needy as well because governments get money by 

tax”. 

Another area that the masculinity-femininity dimension affects politics is how to balance 

protection of the environment and economic growth. In the balance of the environment 

protection and economic growth, “governments have to make painful choices, and apart from 

local geographic and ecological constraints, these choices will be made according to the values 

dominant in a country” (ibid, p.174). In masculine cultures, governments are more likely to give 

priority to economic growth and sacrifice the living environment for this purpose (ibid). 

Countries in feminine cultures, on the contrary, more tend to make reverse priorities (ibid). Ping 
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values the balance of economic development and environmental protection and she believes that 

if economy is well developed, environment will be well protected as well. “Sweden is a good 

example. Swedish economy goes pretty good and environment is quite good as well. This is 

because the government is rich and they have money to protect the environment and do public 

service for the people. In the winter, small stones will be dropped on the street to escape the 

slippery and in spring they will clean up. It is all about money”.  

Kong, a respondent who is mother to a three-year-old boy, said, 

“It depends on in which stage the economic development is. In initial stage I would agree that 

economic development can be prioritized, but it also depends on the degree of pollution. If it 

does not affect health so negatively, then it is acceptable; otherwise, we should prioritize 

environment. We must think for the next generation and there will be so many future generations 

on the planet in the future. We cannot be so selfish.” 

5 Discussion and Conclusion 

5.1 Discussion 

The concept intercultural communication has been presented in section 2.4 and the intercultural 

communication process is visualized by introducing a frequently quoted model from Gudykunst 

& Kim (1997). Several factors are taken into consideration in the model. To further solidify the 

research, acculturation is presented in detail. The relationship between communication and 

acculturation has been studied by scholars and there is no unified description of the relationship. 

However, the researcher believes that, regarding the relationship between intercultural 

communication and acculturation, acculturation is the consequence of intercultural 

communication. Intercultural communication as one type of communication, it describes an 

interactive process, and the consequences of intercultural communication cannot be evaluated by 

itself. 

In the former section, the analyses have been done with separate sections: power distance and 

masculinity versus femininity. In this section, the researcher will look at each culture as a whole 

to see how intercultural communication has influenced Chinese immigrants in Uppsala with 

regard to family, school, workplace, and the state in power distance and masculinity versus 
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femininity. The discussion will be presented in combination of the concept acculturation. John 

Berry‟s (2005) acculturation model will be utilized in the discussion. John Berry (2005) used 

four strategies to describe the consequences of acculturation: integration, separation, assimilation, 

and marginalization. It is worthwhile to point out that acculturation occurs not only to 

immigrants, but also to people who has not immigrated but living abroad in an unfamiliar culture. 

According to Redfield et al. (1936), acculturation occurs when “groups of individuals having 

different cultures come into continuous first-hand contact, with subsequent changes in the 

original culture patterns of either or both groups” (p.149-150). As the researcher has presented in 

the literature review, acculturation is a process of intercultural and communicative interaction 

between two different cultures and it consists of a dominant culture and a foreign culture. In this 

research, the dominant culture is thus Swedish culture, and the foreign culture is Chinese culture.  

Empirical studies have shown that the Chinese culture and society are deeply influenced by 

Confucianism. The five virtues “humanity/benevolence (ren), righteousness (yi), propriety (li), 

wisdom (zhi), and trustworthiness (xin)” (Yan & Sorenson 2004, p.9) and five social 

relationships “father and son, ruler and ruled, husband and wife, elder brother and younger 

brother, and friend and friend” (ibid, p.9) provide behavioral disciplines and guidelines for 

individuals in Chinese culture. Confucian ideology contends hierarchy in the society and all 

members in the Chinese society following the five virtues is how we can keep the society in 

order. The Swedish culture, on the contrary, is more focused on equality among people in the 

society or between men and women. This can be reflected by the “fundamental values” in 

Swedish educational system described by Ministry of Education and Science in Sweden (2002) 

as “the inviolability of human life, individual freedom and integrity, the equal value of all people, 

equality between women and men and solidarity with the weak and vulnerable are all values that 

the school should represent and impart” (p. 5).  

Such patterns of thinking, feeling, and acting are described by Hofstede et al. (2010) as mental 

programs. “A person‟s behavior is only partially predetermined by his or her mental programs: 

he or she has a basic ability to deviate from them and to react in ways that are new, creative, 

destructive, or unexpected” (ibid, p.5). Thus, to accept a new idea or perception is to install a 

new mental program to the mind, as Hofstede et al. (2010) has stated software of the mind. “The 

sources of one‟s mental programs lie within the social environments in which one grew up and 

collected one‟s life experiences” (ibid, p.5). The timeline for the mental programming, according 
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to Hofstede et al. (2010), starts “within the family; it continues within the neighborhood, at 

school, in youth groups, at the workplace, and in the living community” (p.5). Intercultural 

communication is therefore a process of exchanging patterns of thinking, feeling, and acting. 

One does not need to erase pre-installed mental programs and install new ones and this means 

that in intercultural communication, one can keep cultural heritage from its own culture without 

being affected by the unfamiliar culture. Individuals in intercultural communication can of 

course accept new patterns of thinking, feeling, and acting and adapt to them; this process 

involves adjustments of mental programs. The researcher has stated that acculturation is the 

consequence of intercultural communication and the researcher believes that there are four types 

of mental programming in acculturation and these four types are as follows: 

A. Individuals prefer the new patterns of thinking, feeling, and acting and do not keep old 

patterns of thinking, feeling, and acting from its own culture. The pre-installed mental 

programs will be erased and the new mental programs will be installed. This, in Berry‟s 

(2005) four acculturation strategies, is assimilation. 

B. Individuals tend to accept the new patterns of thinking, feeling, and acting, but at the 

same time they tend to maintain their own cultural heritages as well. In this case, the pre-

installed mental programs will be maintained and the new mental programs will be 

installed. Berry‟s (2005) integration in the four acculturation strategies is defined when 

this happens. 

C. Individuals reject to the new patterns of thinking, feeling, and acting, and they only want 

to maintain their own cultural heritages. In this circumstance, the pre-installed mental 

programs will be maintained and no new mental programs will be installed. If this occurs, 

then Berry‟s (2005) separation in the four acculturation strategies will be defined. 

D. Individuals refuse to adapt to the new patterns of thinking, feeling, and acting, and they 

reject to maintain their own cultural heritages as well. In such a situation, the pre-

installed mental programs will be erased and no new mental programs will be installed. 

This is marginalization in Berry‟s (2005) four acculturation strategies. 

With regard to how intercultural communication has influenced Chinese immigrants in Uppsala 

regarding beliefs in family, school, workplace, and the state in power distance and masculinity 

versus femininity, different patterns has been discovered in the research. At first, the researcher 
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wants to claim that intercultural communication has influenced Chinese immigrants in Uppsala 

regarding areas that the researcher has concentrated on, and the answers to research question will 

be found in section 5.2.1. In the discussion, the author will take family in the power distance 

dimension as an example to elaborate the influences in combination with the four types of mental 

programming in acculturation and Berry‟s (2005) four acculturation strategies that the researcher 

has presented above. 

In the family beliefs, three key differences between small-power-distance and large-power-

distance societies are introduced by Hofstede et al. (2010) in the book Cultures and 

Organizations: Software of the Mind. In large-power-distance societies, “children are expected to 

be obedient toward their parents; respect for parents and other elders is considered to be a basic 

virtue” (ibid, p.67). Concerning old-age security of parents, in large-power-distance societies, 

“children are expected to support them financially and practically” (ibid, p.67). In small-power-

distance societies, “the goal of parental education is to let children take control of their own 

affairs as soon as they can” (ibid, p.67) and “children are more or less treated as equals as soon 

as they are able to act” (ibid, p.67). Children are treated equally by parents and relatives. 

“Parents should make their own provisions for when they become old or infirm; they cannot 

count on their children to support them, nor can they expect to live with them” (ibid, p.67). The 

Chinese immigrants in the research are of course pre-installed with mental programs from the 

large-power-distance cultures. The three unfamiliar corresponding key differences from the 

small-power-distance societies are the new mental programs that the Chinese immigrants are 

going to accept and install or reject in intercultural communication and acculturation. Regarding 

the mental programs “parents treat children as equals” and “parents teach children obedience”, 

some of the respondents in the research tend to erase the pre-installed mental program “parents 

teach children obedience” and install the new mental program “parents treat children as equals”. 

Thus, they belong to assimilation in Berry‟s (2005) four acculturation strategies. One respondent 

in the research maintained the pre-installed mental program and rejected to install the new one. 

She, thus, belongs to the third type of mental programming presented above and Berry‟s (2005) 

separation is defined in her case. Concerning the mental programs “children treat parents and 

older relatives as equals” and “respect for parents and older relatives is a basic and lifelong 

virtue”, all respondents maintained the pre-installed mental program. But the researcher has 

presented above that some of the respondents installed the new mental program “parents treat 
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children as equals”. Thus, precisely speaking, the second type of mental programming occurs 

and Berry‟s (2005) integration is defined. On the subject of the last mental programs‟ pair 

“children pay no role in old-age security of parents” and “children are a source of old-age 

security to parents”, a few respondents rejected to install the new program. Therefore, the third 

type of mental programming, which is Berry‟s (2005) separation in the four acculturation 

strategies, is defined. However, some respondents tend to find a solution with combination of 

these two mental programs, and this is called integration by Berry (2005) which is the second 

type of mental programming the researcher has presented above. 

5.2 Conclusion 

5.2.1 Answering the Research Question 

The purpose of the research is to find out how intercultural communication has influenced the 

beliefs of Chinese immigrants in Uppsala, and two supplementary specifications are employed in 

order to complete the main research question with precision. These two supplementary 

specifications are as follows: a. the beliefs refer to ideas in family, education, workplace, and the 

state with regards to Hofstede et al.‟s dimensions of national cultures; b, the dimensions of 

national cultures that are going to be applied in detail in this research are power distance and 

masculinity versus femininity.  

The research result has shown that intercultural communication has influenced the beliefs of 

Chinese immigrants in Uppsala, and the answers to research question will be elaborated as 

follows in family, school, workplace, and the state for both power distance dimension and 

masculinity-femininity dimension. It is worthwhile to point out in the first place that the research 

has not covered all the key differences in each categories and the research result cannot be 

generalized because the research is qualitative. Thus, the answers will be elaborated with key 

differences that the research has covered in each category. 

Power Distance 

Family 

It is shown in the result that all respondents, except the eldest interviewee in the research, believe 

that the parent-child relationship should be equal. This indicates that most of respondents in the 

research have gone through a belief shift from large-power-distance side to small-power-distance 
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side in the process of acculturation. At the same time, the respondents in the research also 

believe that children should treat parents and older relatives with respect. The research result also 

shows that no respondent agrees with the opinion on old-age security of parents in small-power-

distance cultures. The respondents prefer either to be a source of old-age security to parents or to 

make efforts to help old-aged parents, but live separately. 

School 

With regard to teacher-student relationship, only the eldest respondent in the research believes 

that the students should respect teachers by believing in “outstanding students are trained by 

strict teachers”. The rest of the respondents have adapted to the new cultural environment. 

Intercultural communication has also influenced the perception of teacher-centered or student-

centered educational process with student-centered as the dominant opinion among respondents. 

Regarding the role of teachers and students in quality of learning, all respondents tend to prefer a 

combination of ideas of small-power-distance cultures and large-power-distance cultures. It is 

worthwhile to point out that most of respondents in the research have easily accepted “the equal 

value of all people” which is described as one of the “fundamental values” in Swedish 

educational system in Ministry of Education and Science in Sweden (2002).  

Workplace 

Justifications of attitudes toward hierarchy, privileges, and status symbols are shown in the 

research result. Hierarchy, privileges, and status symbols are not popular among the respondents 

in the research; for some respondents, the attitude has switched to the Swedish small-power-

distance side. China as a large-power-distance country is a hierarchical society and “white-collar 

jobs are valued more than blue-collar jobs” are believed and accepted by the members in the 

society. The research displays that the dominant opinion on the status of manual work and office 

work is to believe in equality. 

The State 

Hofstede et al. (2010) and empirical studies show that in China, the powerful should have 

privileges and privileges are expected and desired by people; the way to change a political 

system is to change the people on the top which is revolution according to Hofstede et al. (2010), 

or “in China the slogan of „complete the revolution‟ has always been directed toward creating a 
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stronger, more enveloping authority” (Pye 1985, p.189). The research result has shown a 

significant belief shift from the foreign culture (Chinese culture) to dominant culture (Swedish) 

culture. Most of respondents tend to believe in equal rights for all and the way to change the 

political system is by changing the rules (the word law is used by respondents). Regarding 

income differentials in the society, all respondents declare that the income gap should be 

controlled within a reasonable interval and some respondents revealed their preference to the 

Swedish income system. 

Masculinity versus Femininity 

Family 

In Chinese culture, women have a submissive role in husband-wife relationship and according to 

Hofstede et al. (2010), the divisions of men and women in the family are “fathers deal with facts, 

and mothers deal with feelings; the standard pattern is that the father earns, and the mother cares” 

(p.155). The research shows that some respondents‟ beliefs of divisions of roles between men 

and women have changed in acculturation; some respondents have adopted the new norms in the 

Swedish society, but they also have kept some norms from the original culture – Chinese culture. 

This, according to Berry‟s (2005) four acculturation strategies, is integration. With regard to 

different standards on husband and boyfriend between masculine cultures and feminine cultures, 

the research has displayed no difference among respondents. 

School 

Hofstede et al. (2010) stated that there are different expectations on students‟ school performance 

in masculine cultures and feminine cultures. In masculine cultures, best student is the norm and 

teachers tend to praise for excellent students (ibid). In feminine cultures, average student is the 

norm and teachers praise for weak students (ibid). The research result displays that no 

respondent would prefer norms in the masculine cultures, and on the contrary, weak students 

should be praised instead. In the matter of different criteria for evaluating teachers, justifications 

of judgments are shown in the research. Some respondents underlined the importance of teachers‟ 

personality in the research, and brilliant teaching method was expected as well. Concerning job 

choice based on intrinsic interest or career opportunities, most of respondents held the 

perspective to have a balance between perceived career opportunities and intrinsic interest. 
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Workplace 

The differences between masculine societies and feminine societies concerning workplace are 

reflected by the management style, preference on resolution of conflicts, the balance of work and 

life, and the balance of leisure time and money. Some respondents prefer the management style 

that stress on intuition and consensus and involvement of employees are emphasized by some 

interviewees. With regard to preference on resolution of conflicts, the respondents has showed 

the tendency of assimilation which is one of Berry‟s (2005) four acculturation strategies; all 

respondents stressed on compromising and negotiation in resolution of conflicts. In the balance 

of work and life, and leisure time and money, the Swedish work “lagom” was utilized by some 

respondents to describe their preferences. This indicates that they have adapted to the Swedish 

work culture concerning balance of work and life, and leisure time and time. 

The State 

Two key differences are covered in the research regarding the state in the masculine-feminine 

dimension. According to Hofstede et al. (2010), “masculine cultures countries strive for a 

performance society; feminine culture countries for a welfare society” (p.171). The respondents 

in the research tend to either agree with the feminine side that the needy should be helped or 

believe that the ideal situation is a combination of masculine culture and feminine culture which 

refers to that the needy should be helped and the strong should be supported as well. Concerning 

how to balance protection of the environment and economic growth, the main pattern found in 

the research is to find a well-balanced solution which means that the economy should continue to 

grow and the environment should be preserved as well. 

5.2.2 Self-reflection on the Thesis 

The author has always been fascinated by the cultural differences between Sweden and China 

and to conduct a research focused on Chinese immigrants has deepened my understanding and 

knowledge on these differences from an intercultural communication‟s perspective. Hofstede et 

al. (2010) stated in Cultures and Organizations: Software of the Mind that “one of the reasons 

why so many solutions do not work or cannot be implemented is that differences in thinking 

among the partners have been ignored” (p.4). Thus, the purpose to conduct an intercultural 

communication research is to understand the different thinking patterns. To be able to understand 

the cultural differences and think from other cultures‟ side will not only benefit politics, but also 
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companies and individuals that are in contact with an unfamiliar culture. Gudykunst & Kim 

(1997) contended that the confrontation of another culture with languages, norms, and rules that 

are different from our own culture, can help us to get insights to rules and norms of our own 

culture, but they also can be a source of frustration and gratification.  

Hofstede et al.‟s (2010) dimensions of national cultures describe the features of cultures in 

different countries. In the beginning, the author thought that the theory would not fit for the 

research, but after the author has read the theory, the author became impressed by the content of 

the theory and how fascinating the theory is. The process to read the theory and literatures has 

helped me to understand another culture better, or not to be ethnocentric. Gudykunst & Kim 

(1997) state in the book Communicating with Strangers: an Approach to Intercultural 

Communication that “everyone is ethnocentric to some degree” (p.120), and that is because “we 

tend to view our own cultural values and ways of doing things as more real, or as the „right‟ and 

natural values and ways of doing things” (ibid, p.120). Both intercultural communication and 

acculturation are main concepts for the thesis and it is worthwhile to note that intercultural 

communication and acculturation occur at the same time. Intercultural communication describes 

the process to get in touch with an unfamiliar culture and Gudykunst & Kim‟s (1997) 

intercultural communication model tells us clearly what factors will influence the process. 

Acculturation is seen as the consequence of intercultural communication by the researcher. 

The topic of the thesis was inspired by the word “integration” and the Swedish language course 

that the author took exclusively with immigrants. The research is qualitative and the author thus 

cannot claim that Chinese immigrants in Uppsala are well-integrated with the Swedish society, 

but it is noticeable that the eldest respondent in the research holds more thinking patterns from 

the original culture – Chinese culture than other respondents. This can be due to her age when 

she moved to Sweden; she moved to Sweden when she was 44 years old. Another finding of the 

respondents is that those who moved to Sweden in an early age adapt better to the Swedish 

society than others. Immigrants as a special group of the society has drawn enormous attentions 

and I believe that my research on Chinese immigrants in Uppsala by using Hofstede et al.‟s 

(2010) dimensions of national cultures will enrich immigrants‟ studies.  

One reflection on the main theory of the thesis Hofstede et al.‟s (2010) dimensions of national 

cultures is that the uncertainty avoidance dimension seems to be incorrect, but the reason is 
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unknown. Uncertainty avoidance is not employed in the thesis, so the author has presented it 

shortly only in the literature review part; moreover, there is no quantitative data showing that the 

uncertainty avoidance dimension is not accurate. In reading the theory, the author thought that 

the author understood it wrong and the author read it over for a few times, and thereafter, the 

author discussed with his friends and none agreed with the description of China in the 

uncertainly avoidance dimension. During a guest lecture for international students in Uppsala 

University, the author as a guest lecturer talked about the main theory of the thesis Hofstede et 

al.‟s dimensions of national cultures and a Greek student disagreed with the description for 

Greece as well; Greece scores on the top of Uncertainty Avoidance Index. The author believes 

that it is worthwhile to point it out and it is the shortcoming of the theory if it can be proved by 

further research.  
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Appendices 

Appendix A: Interview Guide for Chinese immigrants in Uppsala 

Age, time living in Sweden, profession 

Power Distance 

Family 

What does an ideal family look like for you? 

How do you describe the relationships between you and your parents? And/or between you and 

your children? 

Education 

What are the roles of teachers and students in teaching? 

In your opinion, which factors are important for the quality of learning? 
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What do you think the relationship between students and teachers should be? 

Workplace 

What requirements must a company fulfill if a company is “good” for you? 

What qualities do you value for a boss that is defined to be good for you? 

What do you think the values of different jobs?  

The state 

What should the relationship between politics and legitimating be? 

Masculinity versus Femininity 

Family 

What are the ideal relationships for you between husband and wife, and division of household at 

home? 

Can you describe how you behave yourself in the following role: father/mother, son/daughter? 

How do you handle these relationships? 

School 

What do you think the role of consciousness of competition in school? 

What qualities do you value more for a good teacher? 

What factors should be taken into consideration for the choice of further education? 

Workplace 

How do you define a good corporate culture? 

In management, how do you think companies should solve conflicts? 

The State 

If a society is sustainable, what should it be? For example, relationship between people with 

more power and with less power, and the balance of economic development and environment 

protection. 

What do you think the coexistence of different cultures and ideas in the society? 
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Appendix B: Information of Interview Respondents 

Name Gender Age Career Time living in 

Sweden 

Zhou Xiaolan female 38 Employee in Chinese 

supermarket 

8 

Jonny male 17 High school student 6 

Ren Ping female 56 Housewife 12 

Wang Pin female 28 Employee 12 

Mao Mao female 30 Researcher 14 

Wang Ning female 45 Golden China 24 

Wang Lin female 29 Student 6 

Bing male 40 Employee in Chinese 

restaurant 

15 

Cai male 35 Employee in Chinese 

supermarket 

6 

Kong female 29 Employee in IT company 6 

Dan male 40 Employee in Chinese 

supermarket 

7 

Huang male 35 Employee in IT company 10 

(Note: In order to respect privacy, the last five interviewees‟ names in the table are aliases.)

 


